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ABSTRACT 
Handwritten Number recognition
by
Meenakshisundaram Murugan
Dr. Evangelos Yfantis, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Computer Science 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The main focus of this research is to automate medical form processing. An 
important step in this process is separating handwriting from printed text characters. We 
developed a filtering technique that extracts handwritten text from the printed text in the 
form. Once the handwritten text is segregated, each line of the segregated text is 
identified. The identification step is followed by character segmentation. Statistical 
analysis is performed on the gaps between the characters in each line. This results in a bi­
normal curve clearly depicting two regions indicating if the gap represents the spacing 
between characters within a word or between two words. Furthermore, an algorithm is 
employed for number recognition. We use different feature extraction algorithms and 
generate a high dimension feature vector. The algorithm is trained by giving training 
samples; a rule is generated to classify an input. A rule database is created in order 
classify the characters given during testing phase By this method, there is no need to 
correlate the observed number with the pre-stored characteristics of numbers, instead we 
test the given number whether it satisfies the appropriate rule.
Ill
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Optical character recognition, usually abbreviated as OCR, involves translation of 
images of type written or hand written text into machine editable text. The recognized 
characters are translated into a standard encoding scheme (ASCII). OCR began as a field 
of research in artificial intelligence and machine vision since the early 70’s.
Early systems required training to read a specific font. Currently, though, 
“intelligent” systems that can recognize most fonts with a high degree of accuracy are 
now common. Some systems are even capable of reproducing formatted output that 
closely approximate the original scanned page including images, columns and other non­
textual components.
Systems for recognizing hand-printed text have enjoyed commercial success in 
recent years. Among these are the input devices such as the palm pilot and other personal 
digital assistants. The algorithms used in these devices take advantage of the fact that the 
order, speed and direction of individual lines of segments of input are known. But those 
facts cannot be taken into consideration when it comes to processing of documents by the 
OCR software.
Many optical character recognition software use preprocessing methods like text 
zoning in order to look for the presence of characters. Text zoning is mainly used in 
recognizing text in magazines which consists of many pictures. Text zoning also helps
I
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the OCR software to determine the number of columns used in the page. But many OCR 
software used now are not able to reproduce the same style followed in the paper 
document. Some of the styles are bold, Italics, and underline. The accuracy of the OCR 
software drastically reduces when the image is a multi-generation fuzzy copy or a blurry 
copy from a fuzzy machine.
Optical character recognition is not only used in conversion of paper documents 
into digital texts but also used in electronic industries to recognize the numbers in chip in 
real time. Optical character recognition is used in banks and post offices. The error rate is 
greatly minimized by using special invisible inks such as magnetic inks. The information 
on this ink helps optical character recognition software to correct errors. The information 
written using the magnetic ink is recognized by Magnetic Ink character recognition 
(MICR). The information recognized by OCR and MICR are cross correlated to check for 
errors.
A particularly difficult problem for computers and humans is that of old forms 
containing check boxes or circles and marked in side those boxes or circles and name and 
other data written by the user. To identify those marks optical mark recognition is used, 
usually abbreviated as OMR. However problem arises when the user text merges with 
each other or with the line meant for writing them and degradation of the form due to 
time increase the problem. This requires lot of preprocessing techniques with high degree 
of precision to achieve high degree of accuracy. Detailed classification of optical 
characters is shown in figure 1.1.
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1.1 Problem definition 
Handwritten characters are hard to recognize, especially when they are written in 
forms. In order to make the recognition algorithm to work, the characters which are 
written by the user, needs to be separated from the printed text and the background. Each 
character has to be segmented from other characters. The quality of the OCR algorithm 
can be improved if the recognition algorithm has knowledge about the length of the word 
it is trying to recognize. Each character written by the user varies. Different users write 
the same number in different style, hence recognizing the numbers written by wide range 
of users becomes hard. This requires many number recognition algorithm to recognize 
the numbers written by the different users.
1.2 Objective
The main objective of our work is to develop optimized preprocessing methods 
and to design and implement hand written number recognition algorithms. Structural 
analysis of numbers is done in order to recognize the characters. Unlike word 
recognition, the quality of character recognition can be improved by correlating the 
recognized character and the length of the word with the dictionary. But in number 
recognition such correlation is not possible. Hence we have developed hand written 
number recognition with high precision.
1.3 Organization of thesis 
In chapter 2 we discuss the literature review involved in the research in OCR. In 
chapter 3 we discuss in detail about preprocessing of the seanned form and the extraction
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of user written text from a form. In chapter 4 we discuss about clustering of characters to 
form words. Chapter 5 involves detailed discussion about various algorithms 
implemented for recognizing hand written numbers. In Chapter 6 we discuss the 
intricacies of Linear Discriminant Analysis. Conclusions and recommendations are 
discussed in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter the research done so far in character recognition is discussed. Various 
methods are developed in order to recognize hand written characters, in this chapter some 
of the innovative methods are discussed and also few merits and demerits of some of the 
methods are discussed.
Based on the type of approach to solve OCR problem the methods used for 
recognition of hand written characters can be classified into three types.
1. Neural Networks
2. Model Direeted Character Recognition.
3. Statistics.
Each of the above approach has its own merits and demerits. Which are discussed below 
Keiji YAMADA [1] proposed a Feedback Pattern Recognition by Inverse Reeall 
Neural Network Model. Neural network consists of processors called perceptron. Each 
perceptron has its own function. The perceptrons are arranged in layers whieh get input 
from the above layer and gives its output to the next layer below. In this model there are 
three functional components. First is a recognition result generation according to a feed 
forward process in a multi-layer model. Another component calculates an uncertainty 
score from the output values. If the uncertainty score is greater than a threshold value, the 
last component that is an inverse call operates.
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The inverse recall function produces changes in input values, in order to reduce 
the uncertainty score. The changes show input parts which are important for more certain 
recognition but are missed in the input pattern. The feedback method can adjust feature 
extraction parameters so as to detect the important features shown by the inverse recall 
network model.
Then, features are extracted again by using the modified features extraction 
parameter values. These feed forward and feedback processing are repeated until a 
certain recognition result is obtained. This method was examined for handwritten alpha­
numeric recognition and it was found that a rejection ratio can be reduced at the same 
substitution error ratio. But one of the demerits of using neural networks in optical 
character recognition is, if the neural network is trained excessively then the network will 
saturate. More over the accuracy of the result in neural network depends on its 
consistency with the inadequacy of the algorithms to extract features and the input given 
to the network to classify.
Yu Nakajima and Shunji Mori [2] proposed A Model-Based Classifier in a 
Scheme of Recognition Filter. In this the model is a tree based model which contains a 
team of algorithms which takes part in the tree as a node. Each algorithm has its own tree 
within it. These algorithms are designed based on information obtained from the training 
set. These algorithms are designed in such a way that the rejection rate is high; this will 
reduce the overall misclassification rate. The each node has formula and a threshold and 
these formulas are designed based on the different set of features observed commonly, 
some of the feature extraction algorithms used is Vertical Connectivity, Sub-contour 
analysis and Inter relativity of shapes analysis using simple mathematical formulas.
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This algorithm composed of tree structure produce a recognition rate of 90% but 
when revised and fine tuned by keeping track of misclassification and substituting the 
appropriate correct character under doubtful circumstances this algorithm performs very 
well in recognizing the handwritten characters. The experiment was done by training the 
algorithm using 13,000 samples and tested using 13,495 samples. The recognition rate is 
99.56%. One of the main drawback of this model is this model doesn’t use the standard 
database MNIST to calibrate the recognition rate of the model designed.
Takahiko KAWATANI [3] proposed Hand printed Numeral Recognition with the 
Learning Quadratic Discriminant Function. To enhance the recognition performance for 
character recognition, it is necessary not only to describe the distribution in each class as 
exactly as possible, but also to emphasis the distribution differences between the classes. 
This paper realizes the LDA method previously proposed by the author to the quadratic 
discriminant function (QDF) and the modified quadratic discriminant function (MQDF2).
In the LDA method, the discriminant function obtained by applying the linear 
discriminant analysis is superposed onto the original discriminant function. Both the 
QDF and the MQDF2 have a problem in that their performance is degraded if the 
distribution deviates from the normal distribution. The LDA method overeomes this 
problem. Experiments are performed for hand printed numeral recognition and the 
MQDF2 yields the best result; the maximum recognition rate is 99.67%. The LDA 
method reduces the misread rate by 30%. Hence by using the above statistical method the 
performanee of character recognition was improved drastically.
This gave us an idea of using statistics for character recognition. One of the main 
advantages of using statistics in OCR is it is very easy to design a software for OCR
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8within a short period of time. But if we have to use neural network it has to be designed 
and lot of alteration might be required to achieve a good result. The same applies to the 
model based approach in solving the OCR problem.
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CHAPTER 3
USERTEXT EXTRACTION
Extraction of user written text is one of the vital preprocesses. In order to 
recognize the characters in a form, we need to differentiate the text written by the user 
from the printed text and background of the form. So the optical character recognition 
algorithm would recognize the user written characters only. This algorithm assumes that 
the form is printed using black ink in a white paper. Before discussing about how the 
algorithm works, let us discuss the properties of different elements present in a form. 
Scanned image of a form has three elements; they are eolor of the paper (background), 
printed text and text written by the user. Each of these three elements has different 
properties. Those properties are discussed as follows.
3.1 Background
In any color image each pixel has three components they are Red, Green and 
Blue. The value of these three components varies between 0 and 255. By varying the 
values of these components 16.7 million color combinations can be produced.
The background is composed of different shades of white pixels. Even though 
hard copy of the form has uniformly white background. The presence of noise is the 
cause for fine shaded white pixels instead of pure white pixels. However the pixels 
representing the white background of the form does not vary much.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Pixels representing white color are above 190 and the difference between the 
three components Red, Green and Blue would not exceed 30. These values are 
determined after testing with different thresholds for numerous forms.
3.2 Printed Text
The ink used for printing the form is black ink. But in the scanned form the ink is 
represented by a lot of black pixels with few dark color pixels also. This is due to 
presence of noise in the image. Pixels representing printed text vary between 0 and 190, 
but the difference between three components Red, Green and Blue would not exceed 30.
3.3 User Written Text
The text written by the user can be of any color, based on the color of the ink used 
by the user. Some of the frequently used color inks are blue, black, red etc. However the 
black color ink used by the user is not purely a black color but an ultra dark color of some 
other color. So even though the user writes in black pen, the pixel representing that color 
will be composed of maximum number of dark color shades instead of pure black color. 
The fluctuation of color also more in user written text than in printed text because of the 
spurts created at the edge of the text due to uneven pressure applied by the user while 
writing the text. Pixels representing user written text varies between 0 and 255 but the 
difference between the components would be greater than 30.
3.4 Noise Removal
The noise is removed by applying Gaussian filter. The Gaussian filter multiplies a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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constant matrix with the matrix of pixel values. This blurs the image. Thus the resultant 
image is free of noise. The sample form used for testing is shown in figure 3.1. The 
resultant form after removing the noise is shown in the figure 3.2.
3.5 Methodology
A 3 X 3 pixel matrix is considered and if the difference between the components 
in each pixel is greater than 30 for all the pixels in that matrix then the middle pixel (2, 2) 
in the matrix is flagged as a user written text.
In that 3 x 3  matrix of pixels, if the difference between the components is less 
than 30 for all the pixels in that matrix and the value of each component for each pixel is 
less than 190 then the pixel at the center of that 3 x 3  matrix is considered as printed text.
If the three components of each pixel in that 3 x 3  pixels has a difference less than 
30 and the values of each components in those pixels is greater than 190, then the pixel at 
the center of that 3 x 3  matrix is flagged as pixel representing the white background.
The above methodology worked for numerous forms. The form after processing 
using the above algorithm represents printed text in RED color, user written text in 
BLUE color and white background in GREEN color. The final result after extracting the 
user text is shown in figure 3.3
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CHAPTER 4
CHARACTER SEGMENTATION 
The quality of optical character recognition depends on the quality of many 
preprocessing algorithms, one of the most important preprocess is segmentation of 
characters. The optical character recognition algorithm can recognize one character at a 
time. Characters that are neither overlapped nor touehing ean be separated with minimum 
or almost no error, but with characters merged or overlapped minimum error is 
unavoidable. The algorithm which we have developed can separate characters, which 
does not touch each other. It not only separates the charaeters, but can also cluster the 
charaeters which belong to the same word. The intricacies involved in this process are 
diseussed below.
In order to separate the characters we need to identify the lines. After recognizing 
the lines we need to separate the characters with in each line. After separating the 
characters we need to cluster the characters which belong to the same word.
4.1 Recognition of lines 
A fter the user written characters are separated. The user written texts are denoted  
in blue color and the white background is represented in green color and the printed text 
is represented in red color. This picture is stored in a temporary buffer and the picture is 
scanned from left to right in the direction from top to bottom for the occurrence of blue
12
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pixel. When an occurrence of blue pixel is noted while scanning horizontally, the line is 
marked by marking a dot in the start of the line. In the same way the whole picture is 
scanned. This will generate vertical lines at the start of each line. The height of these lines 
determines the height of each line; however deskewing algorithm is applied before line 
recognition in order to remove the slant ness in the form.
4.2 Character Segmentation 
Each line is scanned using the vertical lines at the beginning of each line. These 
vertical lines are called line scanners. These line scanners scan vertically from its 
beginning to its end looking for occurrence of blue pixels. Once the blue pixel is noted it 
marks the vertical line from the beginning of line scanner to the end of it. Like this each 
line is scanned and the characters which are not over lapped and which are not touching 
each other are segmented. The start and end co-ordinates of each block is noted down.
4.3 Character Clustering 
This is a process of clustering the characters which belong to the same word. This 
requires careful statistical analysis. The beginning and end of each character is noted and 
the gap between each character is noted down. For example if the gap between adjacent 
eharaeters which belong to the same word is 3 pixels, the gap between adjacent 
charaeters which belong to different words is 7 pixels. The occurrence of small gap 
within the word is much more than the occurrence of small gaps between words. Each 
gap is noted and its occurrence is noted and plotted in a graph with width of the gap in X-
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axis and Occurrence of gap in Y-axis. This results in a bi-normal curve as shown in 
figure 4.1.
This graph has high frequency region and low frequency region. The high 
frequency region shows the occurrence of gaps within a word and the low frequency 
region shows the occurrence of gap between words. The graph is separated into two 
halves based on the gap between the two curves. However a minimum error is possible 
due to few occurrences of small gaps between words, but those errors can be rectified by 
segmenting the characters using the average gap between words. Figure 4.2 shows the 
output after applying the character segmentation algorithm over the preprocessed form. 
From the figure 4.2 we can observe that characters belong to the same words are 
clustered.
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CHAPTER 5
HAND WRITTEN NUMBER RECOGNITION 
Today there are many OCR devices in use based on a plethora of different 
algorithms. All of the popular algorithms sport high accuracy and most high speed, but 
still many suffer from a fairly simple flaw. When they do make mistakes (and they all 
do), the mistakes are often very unnatural to the human point of view. That is mistaking 
hand written “2” as “3” is not too surprising, because most people are willing to agree 
because that these two characters can be similar in cursive handwriting. But mistaking a 
“2” for a “1” is counter-intuitive and unexpected.
Algorithms make such mistakes because they generally operate on a different set 
of features than human for computational reasons. Humans observe strokes and the 
relation between them, while algorithms measure anything from transforming vertical 
histogram and horizontal histogram to another form of domain in which the unknown 
characters are recognized based on the frequency distribution in the histogram. These 
methods do work and are often computationally efficient, but they make the computer see 
letters through a decidedly non-human set of eyes.
In order to recognize a character, one should have a highly efficient algorithm and 
should make sure that the algorithm recognized the character correctly. Because in 
alphabet character recognition the error made by OCR algorithm can be corrected by 
checking the recognized word against a dictionary and determine the minimum energy
15
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required to correct the word and the semantic analysis helps to correct the errors made by 
the OCR algorithms. But in hand written number recognition, it is not possible to correct 
a character based on the existence of the adjacent characters. Documents which require 
number recognition are mostly financial or statistic documents and mistakes will create 
devastating effect. It is virtually impossible to develop single efficient algorithm which 
can recognize numbers without any mistakes. Hence more than one algorithm has to be 
developed and applied and a separate algorithm whieh is the decision making algorithm 
has to be developed to recognize the unknown character based on the suggestions given 
by different algorithms.
Our research includes three phases
1. Pre-Processing
2. Training Phase
3. Hyper Plain Generation
4. Testing Phase
5.1 Pre-Processing
The pre-processing is the process of removing the unwanted details from the input 
to reduce the probability of misclassification. Some of the preprocessing algorithms we 
use are discussed below.
5.1.1 Position Normalization 
In order to ensure the correctness of the quality of algorithm one should ensure 
the correct of the input, change in position of the input will result in shift in features of 
the character, which would result in shift in feature vector. This will increase the
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probability of misclassification. Hence we move the character to the upper left comer of 
the image.
5.1.2 Connected Component Segmentation 
Since we are using MNIST database. There is no necessity to use Gaussian filter 
to remove the noise, Because Gaussian filter does not work better in binary images. But 
there are noise equivalent salt and pepper noise, which is removed by this connected 
components segmentation algorithm.
The Algorithm works as follows.
• Consider a pixel and check whether it is black or white.
• If the pixel is black then it’s a pixel which may be forming the character. Make 
note of its co-ordinates and the 8  pixels surrounding it.
• Form a link list of the connected pixels.
•  The link list of longest length is the pixels forming the character.
•  The pixels in the co-ordinates of the short link list are removed.
Some of the assumptions involved in this algorithm are,
1. Each image has one character
2. The salt and pepper noise is always smaller than the size of the character.
5.2 Training Phase
This phase involves training the algorithm to recognize the difference between 
one numbers from the other. Training the algorithm to look for appropriate features while 
trying to classify the given input into one of the ten possible numbers.
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We have developed a set of feature extraction algorithms and a final decision 
making algorithm. The following are the feature extraction algorithms.
1. Local Center of Gravity
2. Connectivity
3. Vertical Histogram
4. Distribution of Direction
5. Extreme Points
6 . Tips
7. Horizontal Concavity
8 . Vertical Concavity
9. Combined Concavity
The feature extraction process is the process of converting the input character into 
computer understandable pattern. This is done by dividing the number into three parts 
horizontally. The numbers are not divided into different parts in the vertical direction. 
Because the slant ness of number will result in shift of features to the next partition, this 
will result in scattered cluster in the search space. Since the slant ness does not affect the 
horizontal partitioning, it is divided into three parts horizontally. Detailed explanations of 
various feature extraction algorithms used are as follows.
5.2.1 Local Center of Gravity 
The number’s whole center of gravity is obtained using the following expressions
n -1
Center of gravity X = ' ° n=width-l
n - 1
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m - \
l y .
Center of gravity Y = — —  m=height-l
m - 1
The Local center of gravity is found by determining the center of gravity for the 
each partition. The distance between the local center of gravity and the whole center of 
gravity of the number is compared; the distance is normalized by dividing the distance by 
the width of the number. Figure 5.2.1 shows the local center of gravity and whole center 
of gravity.
5.2.2 Connectivity
The connection between each partition is obtained by finding the midpoint of the 
height of each partition and finding the number of connections across that line. A 
connection is present if there is an edge pixel along the middle line of separation in each 
partition. Figure 5.2.2 shows the connectivity within each partition.
5.2.3 Vertical Histogram 
The character is projected horizontally. The histogram of eaeh partition is 
normalized by dividing the histogram with the sum of histogram of three partitions. This 
results in a value between 0  and 1 .
5.2.4 Direction Distribution 
The distribution of the direction of the edge pixels are determined using Sobel 
edge detection algorithm. On applying the Sobel’s edge detection algorithm, the angle of 
orientation of the edge pixels are obtained, generally in edge detection method, this 
direction value is stored to display the edges in the image, but since we are using for 
feature extraction purpose, instead of quantizing the direction values to binary values. We 
quantize the direction values to 8  Freeman’s direction values. A histogram is generated to
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calculate the distribution of 8  Freeman’s direction in the character.
Edges in images are areas with strong intensity contrasts -  a jump in intensity 
from one pixel to the next. Edge detecting an image significantly reduces the amount of 
data and filters out useless information, while preserving the important structural 
properties in an image. There are many ways to perform edge detection. However, the 
majority of different methods may be grouped into two categories, gradient and 
Laplacian. The gradient method detects the edges by looking for the maximum and 
minimum in the first derivative of the image. The Laplacian method searches for zero 
crossings in the second derivative of the image to find edges. An edge has the one­
dimensional shape of a ramp and calculating the derivative of the image can highlight its 
location.
Sobel edge detection method of locating an edge is characteristic of the “gradient 
filter” family of edge detection filters and includes the Sobel method. A pixel location is 
declared an edge location if the value of the gradient exceeds some threshold. Edges will 
have higher pixel intensity values than those surrounding it. So once a threshold is set, 
you can compare the gradient value to the threshold value and detect an edge whenever 
the threshold is exceeded. Furthermore, when the first derivative is at a maximum, the 
second derivative is zero. As a result, another alternative to finding the location of an 
edge is to locate the zeros in the second derivative.
The Sobel operator performs a 2-D spatial gradient measurement on an image. 
Typically it is used to find the approximate absolute gradient magnitude at each point in 
an input grayscale image. The Sobel edge detector uses a pair of 3x3 convolution masks, 
one estimating the gradient in the x-direction (columns) and the other estimating the
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gradient in the y-direction (rows). A convolution mask is usually much smaller than the 
actual image. As a result, the mask is slid over the image, manipulating a square of pixels 
at a time. The actual Sobel masks are shown in figure 5.2.4a 1.
The angle of the edge pixels is then calculated using the formula:
Theta= Arc Tan (Gy/Gx)
Thus after applying sobel edge detection the result is shown in figure 5.2.4b. The 
obtained direction is quantized to 8  freeman’s direction which is show in figure 5.2.4c. A 
histogram of these 8  freeman’s direction is generated which is shown in 5.2.5d. The 
histogram is normalized by dividing each of the 8  bins by sum of all the 8  bins in the 
histogram.
5.2.5 Extreme Points 
The left and right most extreme points are determined and the horizontal distance 
between the number’s midpoint and the extreme point is calculated. The distance is then 
normalized by dividing it by the width of the number. Thus the resultant value for each 
partition would vary between [-1,-1] to [1, 1]. Figure 5.2.5 shows the extreme points in a 
sample character.
5.2.6 Tips
In order to find the number of tips in the character, we preprocess the character 
and reduce the thickness of the line to pixel thickness. So that the tips can be easily 
found. One pixel is considered at a time, its checked whether it’s a black pixel, if it is 
then it is checked whether it’s connected to its neighboring pixels via more than one 
connection, if it is not connected via more than one connection then it’s considered at a
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tip. The number of tips in each partition is determined. This will give quantitative result 
which is shown in figure 5.2.6.
5.2.7 Horizontal Concavity 
The horizontal concavity is determined by creating a histogram of the horizontally 
closed space. This is done by finding two edges in the same row of pixels and calculating 
the distance between those two edges in the same line. Vertical histogram of horizontal 
concavity is shown in figure 5.2.7. The obtained histogram is normalized by dividing 
each horizontal partition’s histogram by total histogram.
5.2.8 Vertical Concavity 
The vertical concavity is determined by creating a histogram of the vertically 
closed space. This is done by finding two edges in the same column of pixels and 
calculating the distance between those two edges in the same line. Vertical histogram of 
vertical concavity is shown in figure 5.2.8. The obtained vertical histogram of each 
partition is normalized by dividing each vertical partition’s histogram by total histogram.
5.2.9 Combined Concavity 
This is determined by finding the closed space between horizontal edges in the 
same line and vertical edges in the same line. Pixels which are in between horizontally 
closed space and vertically closed space are considered and the number of pixels is 
marked. A histogram is generated using those marked pixels. The resultant histogram is 
shown in figure 5.2.9a. The histogram is then normalized.
The above feature extraction algorithms are classified into two types qualitative 
and quantitative. The qualitative algorithm gives result in between -1 and 1. The 
quantitative algorithm gives result in integer values. Thus the value obtained using each
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of the above feature extraction algorithm in each partition is stored in the final feature 
vector. Figure 5.2.9b shows the structure of the feature vector.
This feature veetor has 3 bins, within each bin there are 17 sub-bins. While 
storing the feature vector one of the three bins are selected based on one of the three 
partitions from the feature is extracted. Within the selected bin, one of the 17 sub-bin is 
selected based on the algorithm used to extract the feature.
5.3 Hyper Plain Generation
After accumulating the feature vector for each number, we pair them to each other 
which would result in hundred pairs. In this 100 pairs, redundant and self comparison 
pairs are eliminated. This would result in fifty one unique pairs. Using the linear 
discriminant analysis a hyper plain is generated for each pair in such a way that it 
separates the cluster formed by one class in that pair with another class in that pair. This 
hyper plain is mathematically expressed as an equation. Hence fifty one equations are 
generated, one for each pair. To form a cluster in the solution space, we used 10,000 
training samples (mix of all characters from 0 to 9) from the MNIST database. In the 
forth coming chapter we will discuss Linear Discriminant Analysis Method in detail.
5.4 Testing Phase
The testing phase involves extraction of features from the number using the same 
feature extraction algorithms used in training phase. This would give a feature vector of 
same length. This feature vector is substituted in the hyper-plain equation. This would 
result in a decimal value, which is compared against the right hand side of the equation of
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hyper plain. If the obtained decimal value is greater than the right hand side decimal 
value then the current input is classified as the first element of the pair else it is classified 
as second element of the pair. Hence the given input is tested whether it belongs to first 
element in that pair or second element, once it is decided among the two elements the 
other element in the pair is replaced with another class, and checked against with the 
appropriate hyper plain equation. The final out put will be the name of the correctly 
classified character.
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CHAPTER 6
LINEAR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 
Before discussing about linear discriminant analysis, we will discuss the 
necessary for use of statistics. The main objective for using statistics is reduction of data 
which is the most pervasive role of the statistical analysis. Especially linear discriminant 
analysis concerned with reducing large sets of data into smaller sets that describe the 
original observations without sacrificing critical information. Some of the advantages of 
using Linear Discriminant Analysis are
• Data Reduction
• Inference
• Identification of relationships
Discriminant analysis is a procedure for identifying the boundary between groups 
of objects; the boundaries being define in terms of qualitative and quantitative variables. 
In regression analysis, linear regression function is introduced as linear combinations of p 
regressors , jÇp such that the dependent variable Y is optimally approximated using the
method of least squares. A similar approach will lead to the definition of the linear 
dicriminant function. Instead of minimization of the distance between two groups, 
however, we shall use another criterion, maximization of the distance between two 
groups. Thus, we need to talk about the notion of distance.
25
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Let X denotes a random variable with mean jÀ and v a rian eea . Then the standard 
distance between two numbers x l and x2, with respect to the random variable X, is given 
by
^^{x^,x^) = {\x -^x \^)l a  (6.1)
The standard distance between jc, and x^ is the absolute difference between jc, and 
in units of the standard deviation of X.
Some of the advantages of using standard distance are
• If £ 7  = 1, then standard distance is the same as Euclidean distance.
• Standard distance is invariant under non-degenerate linear transformation: Let 
Y=aX+b, where a and b are fixed constants. Similarly, transform andx^ to 
y.=axj+h, i = 1,2. Then
Ay( y i , y2 )  r — = \a(x^jc^) \ ^ (6.2)
Vvar[F] Va (T
• Standard distance is most useful for symmetric distributions. If the distribution of 
X is symmetric with mean ju , then p d f  of X depends on the argument x only
through A^(%i,%2 )-
Now we will discuss in detail about how to find the linear discriminant function. 
LetXii ,X j2 ,...., denote the observed data vectors from group 1 , andX^i , ^ 2 2 ' - '
the data vectors from group 2. These V, + observations constitute the training 
samples. Let
(6.3)
■ ' ' '  ;■ 1 = 1
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Denote the sample mean vectors, and
(6.4)
The only difficulty in applying the notions of multivariate standard distance and 
the discriminant function to the observed data is that we have two eovariance matrices 5, 
and S 2 , rather than a single common covariance matrix. This difficulty is overcome by 
using a weighted average of and , the pooled sampled covariance matrix
 ^= N + N  - 2  +(^2-1)52]  (6.5)
Then the multivariate standard distance between X, and X^is given by 
D ( X , , X 2 ) =  [(X, - x ^ y ^  Xx,  - X 2 ) f '  (6.6)
And the vector of coefficients of the linear discriminant function is given by 
b = 5 “' ( X , -X2 )  (6.7)
It would be very clear, if we give an example problem to describe how linear 
discriminant analysis works. Consider the following data. The below data consists of 
features of two speeies of insects Af and Apf. The features of each of these insects are 
stored. Now given an insect we have to classify whether the insect belong to Af or Apf by 
using the linear discriminant function. The linear discriminant function for the data given 
below is calculated as follows.
The covariance matrices (with X, = antenna length, X^ = wing length) are given by
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5,=
And
S 2 -
98.00
80.83
39.47
43.47
80.83
168.78
43.47
77.87
(for Af)
(for Apf)
With the sample sizes A, = 9, Ag= 6. The pooled covariance matrix is
S= — [85 ,+ 5 5 2 ] = 
13
And it’s inverse as
^  75.49 66.46 ^
66.46 133.81
5 -' =
23.54 -11.69 ^
-11.69 13.28 . 10
- 3
(6 .8)
(6.9)
(6 .10)
(6.11)
The vector of the mean differences is given by
18.67
- 12.22d =  X,-X2-
Finally, we get the coeffieients of the linear discriminant function as 
b =  5"‘d
0.582
-0.381
(6 .12)
(6.13)
The linear discriminant function is V = fe, X, + £>2 %%
Therefore V = 0.582 X , -0 .381  X 2 (6.14)
Now we have to find a threshold value, if the features are substituted in the above 
equation. The threshold is obtained by substituting the features in X, andX ^. The values 
are shown below.
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From the above table we obtain the sample means of the discriminant function in 
both groups: v, =13.633 for group 1 (Af), and V2 = -1.890 for group 2(Apf). The midpoint 
between v, and V2 is m= ( v, + V2 )/2 = 5.872. Hence, a simple classification rule could be
Assign to V
A fifV > 5 .8 7
(6.15)
Apf if V <  5.87
The bivariate standard distanee is D = [if 5 =3.94 (6.16)
Thus in the optimal linear combination of antenna length and wing length, the two 
means are D = 3.94 standard deviations apart.
In the above table V. is the equivalent version of the discriminant function. Since 
the pooled variance of V is D^=  15.52 and the midpoint between v, and V2  is m = 5.87, 
we may prefer to use
K =  ^ (V -m ) = (V-5.87)/3.94 (6.17)
=1.49-1-0.1478 X, -0.0966 %2 • (6.18)
The above example uses a feature vector of length 2, but in our project we have 
used a feature vector of length 51. The linear discriminant function for a feature vector 
length of 3 is shown in figure 6.1.
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From the above figure we can c that a plain separates two clusters in a 3 
dimension space, of course the plain is not able to but the solution space in such a way 
that the classification is 100% accurate. The accuracy mainly depends on the features 
selected for classification. From the linear discriminant function one can determine the 
importance of each feature by analyzing the co-effecients of the linear discriminant 
function. Hence the feature vector can be edited by removing the features which has very 
less co-efficient in the resultant linear diseriminant function. This will increase the 
accuracy of the final result, that is the hyper plain generated will cut the solution space in 
such a way that very few samples are misclassified. By using the above techniques for a 
feature vector of length 51, we got an accuracy of 92.26 %.
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CHAPTER 7
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Thus by using the linear discriminant analysis method we achieved an overall 
accuracy of 92.26 %. We tuned the accuracy of the algorithm by including the features 
which increases the overall accuracy. We tested the degree of importance of each of the 
feature extraction algorithms by including the feature in the feature vector and 
determining the ability of the feature extraction algorithm to help to classify better. Each 
of the feature will not aid in better classification of all the number, a feature will be able 
to aid better to classify certain numbers and will not be able to aid better for certain 
numbers, A feature extraction algorithm is said to be better which aids the classification 
algorithm (EDA) to classify better for more numbers and with more accuracy. The role of 
each of the feature extraction algorithm is shown below using classification matrix.
7.1 Actual Number of Characters in Test Set 
Number of O's: 980 Number of 5's: 892
Number of I's: 1135 Number of 6's: 958
Number of 2's: 1032 Number of 7's: 1028
Number of 3's: 1010 Number of 8's: 974
Number of 4's: 982 Number of 9's: 1009
Total characters in MNIST database test set: 10000
31
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7.2 Role of Each Feature Extraction Algorithm
7.2.1 Local Center of Gravity
Correct O's : 123 Correct O's %: 0.1255102
Correct I's ; 921 Correct I's %: 0.81145376
Correct 2's : 178 Correct 2's %: 0.17248061
Correct 3's : 110 Correct 3's %: 0.10891089
Correct 4's : 332 Correct 4's %: 0.33808553
Correct 5's : 191 Correct 5's %: 0.21412556
Correct 6's : 33 Correct 6's %: 0.034446765
Correct 7's :643 Correct 7's %: 0.6254864
Correct 8's : 112 Correct 8's %: 0.114989735
Correct 9's : 406 Correct 9's %: 0.4023786
The results obtained using the local center of gravity algorithm is shown in table 
7.2.1. The percentage of accuracy of this algorithm alone is shown in table 7.2.2.
7.2.2 Extreme Points
Correct O's : 795 Correct O's %: 0.81122446
Correct I's : 825 Correct I's %: 0.72687227
Correct 2's : 242 Correct 2's %: 0.23449612
Correct 3's ; 519 Correct 3's %: 0.51386136
Correct 4's : 514 Correct 4's %: 0.5234216
Correct 5's :234 Correct 5's %: 0.26233184
Correct 6's :739 Correct 6's %: 0.7713987
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Correct 7's ; 721 Correct 7's %: 0.7013619
Correct 8's : 301 Correct 8's %: 0.3090349
Correct 9's : 690 Correct 9's %; 0.6838454
The results obtained using the Local Extreme Points algorithm is shown in table 
7.2.3. The percentage of accuracy of this algorithm alone is shown in table 7.2.4.
7.2.3 Direction of Orientation of Edge Pixels
Correct O's : 713 Correct O's %: 0.72755104
Correct I's : 1018 Correct I's %: 0.8969163
Correct 2's : 687 Correct 2's %: 0.6656977
Correct 3's : 753 Correct 3's %: 0.74554455
Correct 4's : 766 Correct 4's %: 0.78004074
Correct 5's : 678 Correct 5's %: 0.7600897
Correct 6's : 746 Correct 6's %: 0.77870566
Correct 7's : 851 Correct 7's %: 0.827821
Correct 8's : 565 Correct 8's %: 0.5800821
Correct 9's : 773 Correct 9's %: 0.76610506
The results obtained using the Direction o
is shown in table 7.2.5. The percentage of accuracy of this algorithm alone is shown in 
table 7.2.6.
7.2.4 Connectivity
Correct O's :444 Correct O's %:0.45306122
Correct I's :1126 Correct I's %:0.9920705
Correct 2's :0 Correct 2's %:0.0
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Correct 3's ;2 Correct 3's %;0.001980198
Correct 4's :55 Correct 4's %:0.056008145
Correct 5's :36 Correct 5's %:0.040358745
Correct 6's :504 Correct 6's %:0.52609605
Correct 7's :76 Correct 7's %:0.07392996
Correct 8's :265 Correct 8's %:0.27207392
Correct 9's :449 Correct 9's %:0.44499505
The results obtained using the Connectivity algorithm is shown in table 7.2.7. The 
percentage of aecuracy of this algorithm alone is shown in table 7.2.8.
7.2.5 Vertical Histogram
Correct O's :498 Correct O's %; 0.5081633
Correct I's :622 Correct I's %: 0.5480176
Correct 2's : 444 Correct 2's %: 0.43023255
Correct 3's :697 Correct 3's %: 0.690099
Correct 4's : 818 Correct 4's %; 0.83299387
Correct 5's : 39 Correct 5's %: 0.043721974
Correct 6's : 829 Correct 6's %: 0.86534446
Correct 7's :786 Correct 7's %: 0.76459146
Correct 8's : 255 Correct 8's %: 0.261807
Correct 9's : 645 Correct 9's %: 0.63924676
The results obtained using the Vertical Histogram algorithm is shown in table 
7.2.9. The percentage of accuracy of this algorithm alone is shown in table 7.2.10.
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7.2.6 Nunber of Tips
Correct O's :793 Correct O's %; 0.80918366
Correct I's :0 Correct I's %: 0.0
Correct 2's : 0 Correct 2's %: 0.0
Correct 3's :493 CormctS's %: 0.4881188
Correct 4's : 550 Correct 4's %: 0.5600815
Correct 5's : 0 Correct 5's %: 0.0
Correct 6's :0 Correct 6's %: 0.0
Correct 7's : 0 Correct 7's %: 0.0
Correct 8's : 208 Correct 8's %: 0.21355236
Correct 9's : 764 Correct 9's %: 0.75718534
The results obtained using the Number of Tips algorithm is shown in
The percentage of accuracy of this algorithm alone is shown in table 7.2.12.
7.2.7 Horizontally Closed Lines
Correct O's :750 Correct O's %: 0.7653061
Correct I's : 1109' Correct I's %: 0.9770925
Correct 2's :41 Correct 2's %; 0.039728682
Correct 3's : 231 Correct 3's %: 0.22871287
Correct 4's : 449 Correct 4's %: 0.45723015
Correct 5's : 25 Correct 5's %: 0.028026905
Correct 6's : 809 Correct 6's %; 0.84446764
Correct 7's ; 576 Correct 7's %: 0.56031126
Correct 8's :434 Correct 8's %: 0.44558522
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Correct 9's : 365 Correct 9's %: 0.3617443
The results obtained using the Horizontal Concavity algorithm is shown in table 
7.2.13. The percentage of accuracy of this algorithm alone is shown in table 7.2.14.
7.2.8 Vertically Closed Lines
Correct O's :473 Correct O's %: 0.48265305
Correct I's :997 Correct I's %: 0.8784141
Correct 2's : 193 Correct 2's %: 0.1870155
Correct 3's : 448 Correct 3's %: 0.44356436
Correct 4's : 40 Correct 4's %: 0.040733196
Correct 5's :68 Correct 5's %: 0.076233186
Correct 6's :445 Correct 6's %: 0.4645094
Correct 7's :429 Correct 7's %: 0.41731519
Correct 8's :473 Correct 8's %: 0.48562628
Correct 9's : 613 Correct 9's %: 0.6075322
The results obtained using the Vertical Concavity algorithm i
7.2.15. The percentage of accuracy of this algorithm alone is shown : 
7.2.9 Horizontally and Vertically Closed Lines
Correct O's : 30 Correct O's %: 0.64285713
Correct I's : 1117 Correct I's %: 0.984141
Correct 2's :43 Correct 2's %: 0.041666668
Correct 3's : 223 Correct 3's %: 0.22079208
Correct 4's : 619 Correct 4's %: 0.63034624
Correct 5's : 24 Correct 5's %: 0.02690583
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Correct 6's : 811 Correct 6's %: 0.84655535
Correct 7's : 524 Correct 7's %: 0.5097276
Correct 8's : 311 Correct 8's %: 0.31930184
Correct 9's : 571 Correct 9's %: 0.5659068
The results obtained using the Combined Concavity algorithm is shown in table 
7.2.17. The percentage of accuracy of this algorithm alone is shown in table 7.2.18.
7.2.10 Final Result Using All the Feature Extraction Algorithms
Correct O's :951 Correct O's %:0.97040814
Correct I's :1102 Correct I's %:0.9709251
Correct 2's :932 Correct 2's %;0.9031008
Correct 3's :896 Correct 3's %:0.8871287
Correct 4's :923 Correct 4's %:0.9399185
Correct 5's :804 Correct 5's %:0.9013453
Correct 6's :902 Correct 6's %:0.9415449
Correct 7's -.948 Correct 7's %:0.922179
Correct 8's :869 Correct 8's %:0.89219713
Correct 9's :906 Correct 9's %:0.89791876
The results obtained using all the feature extraction algorithms is shown in table 
7.2.19. The percentage of overall accuracy obtained using those feature extraction 
algorithm is shown in table 7.2.20.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Thus by using the linear discriminate analysis a hyper plain is generated which 
acts as a threshold to classify an element between two classes. In this research we 
arbitrarily ehoose a pair of classes and try to determine whether the given test sample 
belongs to one of the classes in that pair. In our second iteration for classification the 
same test is performed but with a different class and keeping the lastly classified class in 
comparison.
For example let us take a test sample say hand printed number 5. Now we take 
two classes 0 and 1 now we have to classify whether this test sample is similar in 
structure to one of the classes, now we obtain a result that it more similar to 0 than 1. 
Now in our second test for classification, we take two elasses 0 and 2; we remove 1 in 
our testing class pair because we now know after first test that it doesn’t belong to the 
class 1. Like this the test is performed and finally the obtained result is checked for 
correctness. This above method can be optimized by simultaneously performing the 
classification test by taking into consideration those 51 unique pairs, and find two hyper­
plain leaving the error region, which is the misclassification region.
This will help us to discard the classification tests, if the given test sample exists 
in the error region in the solution space. Each of the feature extraction algorithms used in 
this research tries to convey information which unique in a particular number, this
38
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process helps to reduce the data set. The accuracy can be drastically improved by adding 
new feature extraction algorithms and add the results given by those algorithms to the 
final feature vector.
Many feature extraction algorithms requires several preprocessing techniques. 
These preprocessing algorithms sometimes destroys the important information required 
by the feature extraction algorithms, hence it is necessary to use standard calibration 
method to calibrate the effect of preprocessing algorithms over the experimental feature 
extraction algorithms. There are papers which suggest innovative ideas to calibrate the 
performance of preprocessing algorithms and their effect in the accuracy of the optical 
character recognition.
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APPENDIX
package edu.unlv.cs.ocr.structural;
import java.awt.Rectangle;
import java.io.DatalnputStream;
import java.io.FilelnputStream;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.util.LinkedLi St;
import edu.unlv.cs.ip.BinaryConverter;
import edu.unlv.es.ip.Binarylmage;
import edu.unlv.es.ip.Directlmage;
import edu.unlv.es.ip.Graysealelmage;
import edu.unlv.es.ip.Imagelnterfaee;
import edu.unlv.es.ip.ImageProeessingExeeption;
import edu.unlv.es.ip.ImageRotator;
import edu.unlv.es.ip.Thinner;
import edu.unlv.es.ip.TwoPassThinner;
import edu.unlv.es.oer.CharaeterLibrary;
import edu.unlv.es.oer.ConneetedComponent;
import edu.unlv.es.oer.ConneetedComponentSegmenter;
import edu.unlv.es.oer.*;
publie class RegUsingEdge extends CharaeterLibrary 
{
protected Imagelnterfaee m_img, m_binarylmage, m_imageOne, m_imageTwo, 
m JmageThree, thinned_image, shadow l_image, shadow2_image, 
shadow3_image;
protected Imagelnterfaee m_imgl;
protected Thinner m_thinner = new TwoPassThinner();
protected CharacterSeparator m_csParent; 
protected ColorlmageThinning m_citParent;
protected ConnectedComponentSegmenter m_segmenter = new 
ConnectedComponentSegmenterO ;
protected LinkedList m_segList = null;
protected LinearDiscriminantAnalysis EDA = new LinearDiscriminantAnalysis(); 
protected LDAl Idal = new LDA1();
40
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protected TestingMatrix tm=new TestingMatrixQ;
static int TotHeight,TotWidth;
int []CorrectRegCharGroup=new int [10];
int []UnregCharGroup=new int [10];
int RegGrp=0;
int []MisclassifiedGroup=new int[10];
int []ActualCharGroup=new int[10];
int []ActualChar=new int[10];
int [][]NumberCntGroup=new int[4][10];
int [][]MatchMatrix=new int[10][ll];
float []HwRatio=new float[10];
float Hwr=0;
intlabel=0;
int charcnt=0;
int images=0,labels=0;
int rows=0,cols=0;
int maxX=0,maxY=0,minX=0,minY=0; 
int parts=3; 
int features=17; 
int CGx=0,CGy=0;
int EXmin=0,EYmin=0,EXmax=0,EYmax=0; 
int LEXmin=0,LEYmin=0,LEXmax=0,LEYmax=0; 
int REXmin=0,REYmin=0,REXmax=0,REYmax=0;
double []NormDir=new double[8];
double [][][][]P=new double[4][10][20][2000];
double [][][]ResVec=new double [ 10] [ 10] [parts^features] ;
double [][]Thres=new double[10] [10];
double [][]SquaredDistance=new double[10][10];
int Zeros=0,0nes=0;
public static final int TRA1N1NG_SET = 0;
public static final int TEST_SET = 1 ;
protected static final int 1MAGE_MAG1C_NUMBER = 2051 ;
protected static final int LABEL_MAG1C_NUMBER = 2049;
protected static final String TRAlNlNG_FtLE = "/train-images.idx3-ubyte";
protected static final String TRA1N1NG_LABELS = "/train-labels.idxl-ubyte";
protected static final String TEST_F1LE = "/tlOk-images.idx3-ubyte";
protected static final String TEST_LABELS = "/t 1 Ok-labels.idx 1 -ubyte";
protected String m_imageFile;
protected String m_labelFile;
protected boolean m_convertToBinary = true;
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protected String m_directory; 
protected boolean m_isLoaded = false; 
protected int m_threshold =128;
protected DigitRecognizer m_recognizer = new DigitRecognizer();
public RegUsingEdge(lmagelnterface image)
{
this(TRAlNlNG_SET); 
m_img = image;
}
public RegUsingEdge(int mode)
{
if ((mode % 2) == TRA1N1NG_SET)
{
m_imagePile = TRA1N1NG_F1LE; 
m JabelFile = TRA1N1NG_LABELS;
}
else
{
m_imageFile = TEST_F1LE; 
m_labelFile = TEST_LABELS;
}
}
public void setDirectory(String directory)
{
m_directory = directory;
}
public void setConvertToBinary(boolean convert)
{
m_convertT oBinary = convert;
}
public void restoreData() throws lOException, ImageProcessingException 
{
restoreData(m_directory + m_imageFile, m_directory + m_labelFile);
}
public void restoreData(String directory) throws lOException, 
ImageProcessingException 
{
restoreData(directory + m_imageFile, directory + m JabelFile);
}
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public void restoreData(String imageFile, String labelFile)throws lOException, 
ImageProcessingException 
{
int m=0,n=0;
if (mJsLoaded)
{
m_logger.info("Data is already loaded."); 
return;
}
System.out.println("asdaslkn");
FilelnputStream imageStream = new FileInputStream(imageFile);//open a 
stream for reading the image file
DatalnputStream is = new DatalnputStream(imageStream);
FilelnputStream labelStream = new FilelnputStream(labelFile);// open a 
stream for reading the labels file
DatalnputStream Is = new DatalnputStream(labelStream);
int magicNumber = is.readlntQ; // read in magic numbers (and discard)
if (magicNumber != IMAGE_MAGIC_NUMBER)
{
throw new IOException("Magic numbers do not match for file"+ 
imageFile+ ". The data is corrupted.");
}
magicNumber = ls.readlnt();
if (magicNumber != LABEL_MAGIC_NUMBER)
{
throw new IOException("Magic numbers do not match for file"+ 
labelFile+ ". The data is corrupted.");
}
// read number of images and labels (should match) 
images = is.readlnt(); 
labels = Is.readlntO;
if (images != labels)
{
throw new IOException("Number of labels does not match number
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of images");
// read number of rows and columns 
int rows = is.readlntQ; 
m_logger.info("Rows = "+rows); 
int cols = is.readlntQ; 
m_logger.info("Columns = "+cols); 
images = Math.min(images, m_maxlmages); 
m_logger.info("Reading " + images + " images."); 
m_logger.info("m_maxImages : "+m_maxlmages);
mJm ageTwo = new 
DirectImage(cols,rows,DirectImage.TYPE_BINARY);
m_imageThree = new 
DirectImage(col s ,rows ,DirectImage .T YPE_B IN ARY) ;
shadow l_image -  new 
DirectImage(cols,rows,DirectImage.TYPE_BINARY);
shadow2_image = new 
DirectImage(cols,rows,DirectImage.TYPE_BINARY);
shadow3_image = new 
DirectImage(cols,rows,DirectImage.TYPE_BINARY);
// this loop reads each image byte by byte and stores in an array
for (int p = 0; p < images; p++)
{
m_binarylmage = new DirectImage(cols, rows, Directlmage.T YPE_B IN ARY) ; 
label = (int) Is.readByteQ;// read the label
System.out.println("label : "+label); 
char c = Integer.toString(label).charAt(0);
for (int j = 0; j < rows; j++) 
for (int i = 0; i < cols; i++)
{
int value = is.readUnsignedByteQ;
m_binaryImage.setPixel(i, j, (value < m_threshold) ? 1 : 0);
//convert from signed to unsigned byte
}
for (int j = 0; j < rows; j++) {
for (int i = 0; i < cols; i++) {
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if (i < cols)
{
//System.out.print(m_binaryImage.getPixel(i, j));
}
}
// System.out.println(" ");
}
// Removing Spurts and big dots from
the binary image
m_segList = null; 
m_segList = (LinkedList) 
m_segmenter. segment (m_bin ary Image) ;
m_segList.size());
System.out.printlnC# of components: "
m_segList.get(i);
comp.maxX 
comp, max Y);
(comp.maxY - comp.minY);
int Area = 0; 
int max Area = 0; 
int CharList = 0;
ConnectedComponent comp = null; 
for (int i = 0; i < m_segList.size(); i++) { 
comp = (ConnectedComponent)
System.out.println(
"min X:"
+ comp.minX 
+ " max X:"
+ comp.maxX 
+ " min Y:"
+ comp.minY 
+ " max Y:"
+ comp.maxY); 
System.out.println(
"X Region:"
+ comp.minX *
+ "Y Region:"
+ comp.minY *
Area = (comp.maxX - comp.minX) *
maxX=comp.maxX; 
maxY=comp.maxY ; 
minX=comp.minX;
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minY=comp.minY ;
if (Area > max Area) {
max Area = Area;
CharList = i;
}
}
m Jm ageO ne = m_binaryImage.copy();
for(int i = 0; i < m_imageOne.gefWidth(); i++) 
for(int j = 0; j < m Jm ageO ne.getHeight();
j++)
m_imageOne.setPixel(i, j, 1);
ConnectedComponent cc = 
(ConnectedComponent) m_segList.get(CharList) ;
Rectangle rect = cc.getEnclosingRectange(); 
System.out.println("Rectangle Coordinates"); 
System.out.println("x: " + rect.x + " y; " + rect.y); 
System.out.println("height: " + rect.height + "
width: " + rect.width);
for(int i = rect.x; i < rect.x + rect.width; i++) { 
for (int j = rect.y; j < rect.y + rect.height;
j++){
m_binarylmage.getBackgroundColorQ) { 
0);
}
if(m_binaryImage.getPixel(i, j) != 
m_imageOne.setPixel(i, j,
}
// thin the number
// m_imageOne = new 
B inaryCon verter(220). apply (m_imageOne) ;
// m_thinner.skeletonize(m_imageOne);
//Rotating the number
/*
SkewDetector sd = new SkewDetectorQ; 
ImageRotator irl = new ImageRotatorQ;
m_imageOne = irl.rotate(m_imageOne,90);
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double angle =
sd.getSkewAngle(m_imageOne);
System.out.println("angle + angle); 
m_imageOne = irl.rotate(m_imageOne,
angle); //returned image is color image
m_imageOne = irl.rotate(m_imageOne,-90); 
*/
//FindDirectionO;
PositionizeQ;
ActualChar[label]++;
direction
// release resources 
is.closeQ;
Is.closeQ;
imageStream.closeO; 
labelStream.closeO; 
m_isLoaded = true;
m_logger.info("Completed image loading");
}
public Imagelnterfaee PositionizeQ 
{
int Xmin=100,Ymin=100,Xmax=0,Ymax=0; 
int m=0,n=0,temp=0; 
int i=0,j=0;
// finding the the max and min points of the image in X and Y
for(i=0;i<m_imageOne.getHeightQ;i++)
for (j =0 ; j <m_i mageOne. getW i dth () ; j ++)
{
if((m_imageOne.getPixel(j,i)==0)&&(j<=Xmin))
Xmin=j;
if((m_imageOne.getPixel(j,i)==0)&&(j>=Xmax))
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Xmax=j;
}
for(j=0 ;j <m_imageOne. getHei ght() ;j++)
for(i=0;i<m_imageOne.getWidth();i++)
{
if((m_imageOne.getPixel(i,j)==0)&&(j<=Ymin))
Ymin=j;
if((m_imageOne.getPixel(i,j)==0)&&(Ymin>=0))
Ymax=j;
}
if(Xmin==100)
Xmin=0;
if(Ymin==100)
Ymin=0;
System.out.println("Xmin :"+Xmin+" Ymin :"+Ymin); 
System.out.println("Xmax :"+Xmax+" Ymax :"+Ymax);
T otWidth=T otW i dth+(Xmax-Xmin) ; 
T otHeight=T otHeight+(Y max-Y min);
if((Xmax==Xmin)&&(Xmax !=0)&&(Xmin !=0))
Xmax4-+;
// moving the image to the leftside
for(i=0,n=0;i<m_imageOne.getHeight();i-i-+,n4-+)
{
m=0;
for(j=0;m<m_imageOne.gefWidth()/*j<m_imageOne.gefWidth ()*/;)++)
{
if((j>=(Xmin))&&(i<=Xmax))
{
temp=m_imageOne.getPixel(j ,i); 
m_imageT wo. setPixel (m,i ,temp) ; 
m4-4-;
// System.out.println("Xmin :"+Xmin+" Ymin
:"+Ymin);
}
else if(j>Xmax)
{
m_imageTwo.setPixel(m,i,l);
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m++;
}
}
}
//moving the image to the top
for(j=0 ,m=0 ;j <m_imageOne. getW i dth() ;j++,m++) 
{
n=0;
for(i=0;n<m_imageOne.getHeight();i++)
{
if((i>=(Y min))&&(i<=Y max))
{
temp=m_imageT wo. getPi xel (j ,i ) ; 
m_imageOne. setPi xel (j ,n ,temp) ; 
n++;
}
else if(i>Ymax)
{
m_imageOne. setPixel (j ,n, 1 ) ; 
n++;
}
// filling the imageThree with white pixels
for( i=0;i<m_imageThree.getHeight();i++) 
for( j=0 ;j <m_imageThree. gefWidth() ;j++)
{
m_imageThree. setPixel (j ,i, 1 ) ;
}
for( i=0;i<m_imageThree.getHeight();i++) 
for( j=0;j<m_imageThree.getWidth();j+4-) 
if((i!=(m_imageThree.getHeight()- 
1 ))&&(] !=(m_imageThree.getWidth()-1 )))
m Jm ageThree. setPixel(j+1 ,i+1 ,m_imageOne. getPixel (j ,i )) ;
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CenterOfGravityBin(0,0,m_imageOne.getWidth(),m_imageOne.getHeight()); 
int WCGx=CGx; 
int WCGy=CGy;
//CREATING THE SHADOW OF THE CHARACTER 
shadow(0,0,28,28);
//SPLITTING THE IMAGE HORIZONTALLY 
//PART 1
System.out.println("\nP ART 1");
CenterOfGravityBin(0,0,28,7);
ExtremeEdges(0,0,((Xmax-Xmin+I)/2),7); // measuring the extremem 
edges in the left side
LEXmin=EXmin ;
LEXmax=EXmax ;
LEY min=E Y min ;
LEYmax=EYmax ;
ExtremeEdges(((Xmax-Xmin+l)/2)+l,0,28,7); // measuring the 
extreme edges in the right side
REXmin=EXmin ;
REXmax=EXmax ;
RE Y min=EY min ;
REYmax=EYmax ;
intPlCGx=CGx; 
double Plx=0;
System.out.println("PlCGx:"+PlCGx);
System.out.println("LEXmin :"+LEXmin+" LEXmax :"+LEXmax); 
System.out.println("REXmin :"+REXmin+" REXmax ;"+REXmax);
//Calculating the distance between Local Center of Gravity and the 
Whole Center of gravity
if((Xmax-Xmin)!=0)
{
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if((PlCGx-WCGx)!=0)
P 1 x=((double)(P 1 CGx-WCGx))/(Xmax-Xmin) ;
else
Plx=((double)(l))/(Xmax-Xmin);
}
else
Plx=0;
//Calculating the direction of edge pixels and storing the normalized 
quantized direction.
FindDirection(0,0,28,7);
//Calculating the distance between the local left extreme point to 
the midpoint of the two extremes.
P[0][label][0][ActualChar[label]]=Plx;
P[0][label][l][ActualChar[label]]=((double)(LEXmin)-
((double)(Xmax-Xmin)/2))/(Xmax-Xmin);
P[0][label][2][ActualChar[label]]=((double)(REXmax)- 
((double)(Xmax-Xmin)/2))/(Xmax-Xmin) ;
for(i=0;i<8;i++)
P[0] [label] [3+i] [ActualChar[label]]=NormDir[i] ;
P[0][label][ll][ActualChar[label]]=Connections(0,0,28,7);
P[0][label][12][ActualChar[label]]=VerticalHistogram(0,0,28,7);
P[0][label][13][ActualChar[label]]=NumberOfTips(0,0,28,7);
P[0][label][14][ActualChar[label]]=ShadowlHistoVertical(0,0,28,7);
P[0] [label] [15] [ActualChar[label]]=Shadow2HistoVertical(0,0,28,7);
P[0] [label] [16] [ActualChar[label]]=Shadow3HistoVertical (0,0,28,7);
I*
System.out.printlnC 
P[0] [label] [0][ActualChar[label]];"+P[0] [label] [0][ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC
P[0][label][l][ActualChar[label]]:"+P[0][label][l][ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC REXmax :"+REXmax+"(Xmax-Xmin)/2 : 
"+(double)(Xmax-Xmin)/2+"(Xmax-Xmin);"+(double)(Xmax-Xmin)+ " 
P[0][label][2][ActualChar[label]];"+P[0][label][2][ActualChar[label]]);
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System.out.printlnC 
"+P[0] [label] [ 11] [ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC
"+P[0][label][12][ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC 
"+P[0] [label] [ 13] [ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC 
"+P[0] [label] [ 14][ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC 
"+P[0] [label] [15] [ActualChar [label]]);
System.out.printlnC 
"+P[0] [label] [ 16] [ ActualChar[label] ]) ;
P[0] [label] [11] [ActualChar [label] ] 
P[0] [label] [ 12] [ActualChar [label]] 
P[0] [label] [ 13] [ ActualChar[label] ] 
P[0] [label] [14] [ ActualChar[label] ] 
P[0] [label] [15] [ ActualChar[label] ] 
P[0] [label] [16] [ActualChar[label]]
if((CGx==0)&&(CGy==0))
P[0] [label] [0] [ActualChar[label]]=0;
if((LEXmin==0)&&(LEXmax==0))
P [0] [label] [ 1 ] [ActualChar [label] ] =0 ;
if((REXmin==0)&&(REXmax==0))
P[0][label][2][ActualChar[label]]=0;
//PART 2
System.out.printlnC\nPART 2");
CenterOfGravi tyB in(0,7,27,13); 
ExtremeEdges(0,7,((Xmax-Xmin+l)/2),14);
LEXmin=EXmin ;
LEXmax=EXmax ;
LEYmin=EYmin;
LEYmax=EYmax;
ExtremeEdges(((Xmax-Xmin+1 )/2)+1,7,28,14) ; 
REXmin=EXmin ;
REXmax=EXmax ;
REY min=E Y min ;
REYmax=EYmax ;
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int P2CGx=CGx; 
double P2x=0;
System.out.println("P2CGx:"+P2CGx);
System.out.println("LEXmin :"+LEXmin+" LEXmax :"+LEXmax); 
System.out.println("REXmin :"+REXmin+" REXmax :"+REXmax);
//Calculating the distance between Local Center of Gravity and the 
Whole Center of gravity
if((Xmax-Xmin) !=0)
{
if((P2CGx-WCGx)!=0)
P2x=((double)(P2CGx-WCGx))/(Xmax-Xmin);
else
P2x=((double)( 1 ))/(Xmax-Xmin) ;
}
else
P2x=0;
// Calculating the direction of edge pixels and storing the 
normalized quantized direction.
FindDirection(0,7,27,13);
//Calculating the distance between the local left extreme point to 
the midpoint of two extremes.
P[ 1 ] [label] [0] [ActualChar [label] ]=P2x ;
P[ 1] [label] [ 1 ] [ActualChar[label]]=((double)(LEXmin)- 
((double)(Xmax-Xmin)/2))/(Xmax-Xmin) ;
P[l][label][2][ActualChar[label]]=((double)(REXmax)-
((double)(Xmax-Xmin)/2))/(Xmax-Xmin);
for(i=0;i<8;i++)
P[ 1 ] [label] [3+i] [Actual Char[label] ]=NormDir[i] ;
P[1 ] [label] [11] [ActualChar[label]]=Conneetions(0,7,27,13);
P[l][label][12][ActualChar[label]]=VerticalHistogram(0,7,27,13);
P[ 1] [label] [ 13] [ActualChar[label]]=NumberOfrips(0,7,27,13);
P[l][label][14][ActualChar[label]]=ShadowlHistoVertical(0,7,27,13);
P[l][label][15][ActualChar[label]]=Shadow2HistoVertical(0,7,27,13);
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P[ 1 ] [label] [ 16] [ActualChar[label]]=Shadow3HistoVertical(0,7,27,13);
/*
System.out.printlnC
P[l][label][0][ActualChar[label]]:"+P[l][label][0][ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC
P[l][label][l][ActualChar[label]]:"+P[l][label][l][ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC
P[l][label][2][ActualChar[label]]:"+P[l][label][2][ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC P[l][label][ll][ActualChar[label]] 
"+P[l][label][ll][ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC P[ 1 ] [label][ 12] [ActualChar[label]] 
"+P[ 1 ] [label] [ 12] [ ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC P[ 1] [label] [13] [ActualChar[label]] 
"+P[l][label][13][ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC P[ 1 ] [label] [14] [ActualChar[label]] 
"+P[ 1 ] [label] [ 14] [ActualChar [label] ] ) ;
System.out.printlnC P[ 1][label][15][ActualChar[label]] 
"+P[ 1 ] [label] [ 15] [ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC P[ 1 ] [label][ 16] [ActualChar[label]] 
"+P[l][label][16][ActualChar[label]]);
*/
if((CGx==0)&&(CGy==0))
P[ 1 ] [label] [0] [ ActualChar[label]]=0 ;
if((LEXmin==0)&&(LEXmax==0))
P[ 1] [label] [ 1 ] [ActualChar[label]]=0;
if((REXmin==0)&&(REXmax==0))
P[l][label][2][ActualChar[label]]=0;
//PART 3
System.out.println("\nPART 3");
CenterOfGravityBin(0,14,27,20) ; 
ExtremeEdges(0,14,((Xmax-Xmin+l)/2),21);
LEXmin=EXmin ;
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LEXmax=EXmax ;
LEYmin=EYmin ;
LEYmax=EYmax ;
ExtremeEdges(((Xmax-Xmin+l)/2)+l,14,28,21); 
REXmin=EXmin ;
REXmax=EXmax ;
REYmin=EYmin ;
REYmax=EYmax ;
:"+LEXmax);
:"+REXmax);
intP3CGx=CGx; 
double P3x=0;
System.out.println("P3CGx:"+P3CGx); 
System.out.println("LEXmin :"+LEXmin+" LEXmax
System.out.println("REXmin ;"+REXmin+" REXmax
//Calculating the distance between Local Center of Gravity and the 
Whole Center of gravity
if((Xmax-Xmin)!=0)
{
if((P3CGx-WCGx)!=0)
P3x=((double)(P3CGx-WCGx))/(Xmax-Xmin);
else
P3x=((double)l/(Xmax-Xmin));
}
else
P3x=0;
// Calculating the direction of edge pixels and storing the 
normalized quantized direction.
FindDirection(0,14,27,20);
//Calculating the distance between the local left extreme point to 
the midpoint of two extremes.
P[2] [label] [0][ActualChar[label]]=P3x;
P[2] [label] [ 1 ] [ActualChar [label]]=((double)(LEXmin)- 
((double)(Xmax-Xmin)/2))/(Xmax-Xmin);
P[2][label][2][ActualChar[label]]=((double)(REXmax)- 
((double)(Xmax-Xmin)/2))/(Xmax-Xmin) ;
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for(i=0;i<8;i++)
P[2] [label] [3+i] [ActualChar[label]]=NormDir[i] ;
P[2] [label][ll][ActualChar[label]]=Connections(0,14,27,20);
P[2] [label][12][ActualChar[label]]=VerticalHistogram(0,14,27,20);
P[2] [label] [ 13] [ActualChar[label]]=NumberOfTips(0,14,27,20);
P[2] [label][14][ActualChar[label]]=ShadowlHistoVertical(0,14,27,20);
P[2][label][15][ActualChar[label]]=Shadow2HistoVertical(0,14,27,20);
P[2] [label] [ 16] [ActualChar[label]]=Shadow3HistoVertical(0,14,27,20);
/* System.out.printlnC 
P[2][label][0][ActualChar[label]];"+P[2][label][0][ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC
P[2][label][l][ActualChar[label]]:"+P[2][label][l][ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC 
P[2] [label] [2] [ActualChar[label]] : "+P[2] [label] [2] [ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC P[2] [label][11] [ActualChar[label]] 
"+P[2] [label] [ 11] [ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC P[2][label][ 12] [ActualChar[label]] 
"+P[2] [label] [ 12] [ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC P[2][label] [13] [ActualChar[label]] 
"+P[2] [label] [ 13] [ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC P[2][label][14][ActualChar[label]] 
"+P[2] [label] [14] [ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC P[2][label] [ 15][ActualChar[label]] 
”+P[2] [label] [15] [ ActualChar[label]]) ;
System.out.printlnC P[2] [label] [ 16][ActualChar[label]] 
"+P[2][label][16][ActualChar[label]]);
*1
if((CGx==0)&&(CGy==0))
{
P[2] [label] [0][ActualChar[label]]=0;
}
if((LEXmin==0)&&(LEXmax==0))
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P[2][label][l][ActualChar[label]]=0;
}
if((REXmin==0)&&(REXmax==0))
{
P[2] [label] [2] [ActualChar[label]]=0;
}
// PART 4
System.out.println("\nPART 4");
CenterOfGravityBin(0,21,28,28); 
ExtremeEdges(0,21,((Xmax-Xmin+l)/2),28); 
LEXmin=EXmin ;
LEXmax=EXmax ;
LEYmin=EYmin;
LEYmax=EYmax ;
ExtremeEdges(((Xmax-Xmin+l)/2)+l,21,28,28); 
REXmin=EXmin ;
REXmax=EXmax ;
REYmin=EYmin ;
REY max=EYmax ;
int P4CGx=CGx; 
double P4x=0;
:"+LEXmax);
:"+REXmax);
System.out.println("P4CGx:"+P4CGx); 
System.out.println("LEXmin :"+LEXmin+" LEXmax
System.out.println("REXmin :"+REXmin+" REXmax
//Calculating the distance between Local Center of Gravity and the 
Whole Center of gravity
if((Xmax-Xmin) !=0)
{
if((P4CGx-WCGx)!=0)
P4x=((double)(P4CGx-WCGx))/(Xmax-Xmin);
}
else
else
P4x=((double)l/(Xmax-Xmin));
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P4x=0;
// Calculating the direction of edge pixels and storing the 
normalized quantized direction.
FindDirection(0,21,28,28);
//Calculating the distance between the local left extreme point to 
the midpoint of two extremes.
P[3] [label] [0] [ActualChar[label]]=P4x;
P[3][label][l][ActualChar[label]]=((double)(LEXmin)-
((double)(Xmax-Xmin)/2))/(Xmax-Xmin);
P[3][label][2][ActualChar[label]]=((double)(REXmax)-
((double)(Xmax-Xmin)/2))/(Xmax-Xmin);
for(i=0;i<8;i++)
P[3] [label] [3+i] [ActualChar[label]]=NormDir[i] ;
P[3][label][ll][ActualChar[label]]=Connections(0,21,28,28); 
P[3][label][12][ActualChar[label]]=VerticalF[istogram(0,21,28,28);
P[3][label][13][ActualChar[label]]=NumberOfTips(0,21,28,28);
P[3][label][14][ActualChar[label]]=ShadowlHistoVertical(0,21,28,28);
P[3][label][15][ActualChar[label]]=Shadow2HistoVertical(0,21,28,28);
P[3][label][16][ActualChar[label]]=Shadow3HistoVertical(0,21,28,28);
/*
System.out.printlnC 
P[3] [label] [0][ActualChar[label]]:"+P[3] [label] [0][ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC 
P[3] [label] [ 1 ] [ActualChar[label]] : "+P[3] [label] [ 1] [ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC
P[3][label][2][ActualChar[label]]:"+P[3][label][2][ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC P[3][label][11 ] [ActualChar[label]] 
"+P[3][label][ll][ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC P[3][label] [ 12][ActualChar[label]] 
”+P[3][label][12][ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC P[3][label][13] [ActualChar[label]]
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"+P[3] [label] [13] [ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC P[3][label][14][ActualChar[label]] 
"+P[3] [label] [14] [ActualChar[label]]);
System.out.printlnC P[3][label][ 15] [ActualChar[label]] 
"+P[3] [label] [ 15] [ActualChar [label] ] ) ;
System.out.printlnC P[3] [label] [ 16][ActualChar[label]] 
"+P[3][label][16][ActualChar[label]]);
*/
if((CGx==0)&&(CGy==0))
{
P[3] [label] [0] [ActualChar[label]]=0;
}
if((LEXmin==0)&&(LEXmax==0))
{
P[3] [label] [ 1 ] [ ActualChar[label]]=0;
}
if((REXmin==0)&&(REXmax==0))
{
P[3] [label] [2] [ActualChar[label]]=0; 
P[3][l][2][Ones]=0;
}
if(label==0) 
Zeros++; 
else if(label==l) 
Ones++;
return m_imageOne;
public void CenterOfGravityBin(int strX,int strY,int endXjnt endY) 
{
// BINDING THE CENTER OF GRAVITY
int TotX=0,TotY=0; 
int Hits=0;
CGx=0;
CGy=0;
for(int i=strY ;i<endY ;i++)
for(int j=strX;j<endX;j++)
{
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endY:"+endY);
if(m_imageOne.getPixel(),i)==0)
{
TotX=TotX+j;
TotY=TotY+i;
//System.out.println("X: "+j+" Y : "+i); 
Hits++;
}
}
if((TotX!=0)||(TotY!=0))
{
CGx=TotX/Hits;
CGy=TotY/Hits;
}
System.out.println("Center of gravity :"+CGx+","+CGy);
public void ExtremeEdges(int strX,int strY,int endX,int endY)
{
// Finding the extreme edges on either side of Center of Gravity 
//int strX=0,strY=0;
EXmin=100 ;EXmax=0 ;E Y min= 100 ;E Y max=0 ; 
System.out.println("strX:"+strX+" endX:"+endX+" strY:"+strY+"
//Finding the left extreme edge 
for(int i=strY ;i<endY ;i++)
for(int j=strX;j<endX;j++)
{
if((m_imageQne.getPixel(j,i)==0)&&(j<=EXmin))
EXmin=j;
if((m_imageOne.getPixel(j,i)==0)&&(j>=EXmax))
EXmax=j;
}
for(int j=strY ;j<endY ;j++) 
for(int i=strX;i<endX;i++)
{
if((m_imageOne. getPixel (i,j)==0)&&(j <=EY min)) 
EYmin=j;
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}
if((m_imageOne.getPixel(i,j)==0)&&(EYmin>=0))
EYmax=j;
}
if(EXmin==100)
EXmin=0;
if(EYmin==100)
EYmin=0;
System.out.println("EXmin :"+EXmin+" EXmax :"+EXmax);
public Imagelnterfaee FindDirection(int strXjnt strY,int endX,int endY) 
{
int rows = m_imageOne.getHeight(); 
int cols = m_imageOne.getWidth(); 
float [][]dx =new float [rows][cols]; 
float [][]dy =new float [rows][cols]; 
int [][]Q =new int [rows][cols]; 
int [][]im =new int [rows][cols]; 
double radians=0; 
int []Dir=new int [8];
int TotPix=0;
System.out.println("inside the function ");
for (int i=strY+l;i<(endY-l);i++)
{
for(int j=strX+1 ;j <(endX-1 ) ;j ++)
{
if(m_imageThree.getPixel(j,i)==0)
{
dx [i] [j ]=m_i mageThree. getPi xel (j- 
l,i+l)+(2*m_imageThree.getPixel(j,i+l))+m_imageThree.getPixel(j+l,i+l)
-m_imageThree.getPixel(j-1 ,i-1)- 
(2*m_imageThree.getPixel(j ,i-1 ))-m_imageThree.getPixel(j+1 ,i-1 );
dy [i ] [j ]=m_imageThree. getPi xel(j-Li-
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l)+(2*m_imageThree.getPixel(j-1 ,i))+m_imageThree.getPixel(j-l ,i+ l)
-m_imageThree. getPixel (j+1 ,i-1 )- 
(2*m_imageThree.getPixel(j+l,i))-mJmageThree.getPixel(i+l,i+l);
radians=Math.atan2(dx[i][j],dy[i][j]); 
Q[i][)]=(int) Math.toDegrees(radians);
if
(((dx[i]ü]<0)&&(dy[i][j]<0))||((dx[i][j]<0)&&(dy[i][j]>=0)))
{
Q[i][j]+=360;
}
if(Q[i]lj]==360)
Q[i]Ü]=359;
Dir[(int)((float)Q[i][j]/45)]++;
TotPix++;
//System.out.print(Q[i][j]+"\t");
//System.out.print(dy[i][j]+"\t");
}
}
System.out.printlnO;
}
for(int i=0;i<8;i++)
{
NormDir[i]=(float)Dir[i]/TotPix;
if(TotPix==0)
NormDir[i]=0;
//System.out.println("NormDir[i]:"+NormDir[i]);
}
System.out.println("\n\nTotPix :"+TotPix); 
return m_imageOne;
public double VerticalHistogram(int strX,int strY,int endX,int endY) 
{
double hits=0; 
double TotHits=0;
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for(int i=strY ;i<endY ;i++)
for(int j=strX;j<endX;j++)
{
i f (m_imageOne. getPixel (j ,i)==0) 
{
hits=hits+1.0;
}
}
for(int i=0;i<m_imageOne.getHeight();i++)
for(int j =0 ;j <m_imageOne. getWidth() ;j ++)
{
if(m_imageOne.getPixel(i,i)==0)
{
TotHits=TotHits+1.0;
}
}
System.out.println("hits : "+hits+"TotHits :"+TotHits); 
if(TotHits==0)
TotHits=l;
hits=hits/T otHits ;
return hits;
}
public int Connections(int strX,int strY,int endXjnt endY)
{
int attach=0;
int y=(strY+endY)/2;
for(int j=strX+l ;j<endX-1 ;j++)
{
if (((m_imageOne. getPixel (j - 
l,y)==l)&&(m_imageOne.getPixel(j,y)==0))||((m_imageOne.getPixel(j,y)==0)&&(m_i 
mageOne.getPixel(j+l,y)==l)))
//System.out.println("hi hi"); 
attach++;
}
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for(int j=strX+l ;j<endX-l ;j++)
{
if(((m_imageOne.getPixel(j,y)==0)&&(m_imageOne.getPixel(j+l,y)==l)))
{
//System.out.println("hi hi"); 
attach++;
}
}
System.out.printlnC Attachments :"+attach); 
return attach;
}
public int NumberOfTips(int strX jnt strY,int endX jnt endY) 
{
int tips=0; 
int tipcnt=0;
int[] RotX=new int[8]; 
int[] RotY=new int[8];
RotY[0] = -1 
RotY[l] = -1 
RotY[2] = -1 
RotY[3] = 0; 
RotY[4] = 1; 
RotY[5] = 1; 
RotY[6] = 1; 
RotY[7] = 0;
RotX[0] = -1; 
RotX[l] = 0; 
RotX[2] = 1; 
RotX[3] = 1; 
RotX[4] = 1; 
RotX[5] = 0; 
RotX[6] = -1; 
RotX[7] = -1;
try {
thinned_image = m_thinner.apply(m_imageOne);
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} catch (ImageProcessingException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block 
e.printStackTraceO;
}
for(int i=strY+l ;i<endY -1 ;i++) 
for(int j=strX+1 ;j<endX-1 ^ ++)
{
tips=0;
if (thinned_image. getPixel(j ,i)==0) 
for(int p=0;p<8;p+4-)
{
if((thinned_image.getPixeI(j+RotX[p],i+RotY[p])==0))
{
tips4-+;
}
}
if(tips==l)
{
tipcnt-H-;
tips=0;
}
System.out.println("Number of tips : "-f-tipcnt); 
return tipcnt;
}
public void shadow(int strX jnt strY jnt endXjnt endY)
{
int markXl=0,markX2=0; 
int markYl=0,markY2=0;
int hit=0;
//SELF PROJECTING HORIZONTALLY
for(int i=0;i<mJmageOne.getHeight();i++)
for(int j =0 ;j <m_imageOne. getWi dth() ;j ++) 
{
shadow 1 _image. setPixel (j ,i, 1 ) ;
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shadow2_image.setPixel(j,i,l);
for(int i= l ;i<m_imageOne.getHeight()-l ;i++)
{
markXl=0; 
markX2=0 
mark Y 1=0 
markY2=0
for(int j= l ;j<m_imageOne.getWidth()-l;j++)
{
if((m_imageOne.getPixel(j,i)==0)&&(m_imageOne.getPixel(j+l,i)==l))
{
m arkX l=j+l;
markYl=i;
for(int k=markXl-
1 ;k<m_imageOne.getWidth()-1 ;k++)
{
if((m_imageOne.getPixel(k-
l,i)==l)&&(m_imageOne.getPixel(k,i)==0))
{
markX2=k-l;
markY2=i;
if((markY 1 ==markY 2)&&(markX 1 ! =0)&&(markX2 !=0))
{
m=markX 1 ;m<=markX2;m++)
shadow 1 Jm ag e . setPixel (m,i ,0) ;
}
}
break;
for(int
{
}
}
}
}
//SELF PROJECTING VERTICALLY
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for(int i= l ;i<m_imageOne.getWidth()-1 ;i++)
{
markXl=0; 
markX2=0; 
markYl=0 
markY2=0
for(int j= l ;j<m_imageOne.getHeight()-l ;j++)
{
if((m_imageOne.getPixel(i,j)==0)&&(m_imageOne.getPixel(i,j+l)==l))
{
markXl=i;
m arkYl=j+l;
//System.out.println("Mark ; "+m arkX l+",
"+markYl);
for(int k=markYl-
1 ;k<m_imageOne.getHeight()-l ;k++)
{
if((m_imageOne.getPixel(i,k-
1 )== 1 )&&(m_imageOne. getPixel (i ,k)==0))
{
markX2=i;
markY2=k-l;
//System.out.println("Mark
"+markX2+", "+markY2);
if((markXl==markX2)&&(markY 1 !=0)&&(markY2!=0))
{
//System.out.println("MarkYl :"+markYl+" MarkY2 :"+markY2);
for(int
m=markY 1 ;m<=markY2;m++)
{
shadow2_image. setPixel (markX 1 ,m,0) ;
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break;
}
}
for(int i=0;i<shadow3_image.getHeight();i++) 
for(int j=0;j<shadGw3_image.getWidth();j++)
{
if((shadowl_image.getPixel(j,i)==0)&&(shadow2_image.getPixel(j,i)==0))
{
shadow3_image.setPixel(j,i,0);
}
else
{
}
shadow3_image. setPixel (j ,i, 1 ) ;
public double Shadow IHistoVertical(int strX,int strY,int endX,int endY) 
{
double shisto=0;
double TotHits=0;
for(int i=strY ;i<endY ;i++)
for(int j=strX ;j <endX ;j++)
{
if(shadowl_image.getPixel(j,i)==0)
{
shisto=shisto+1.0;
}
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}
for(int i=0;i<shadow l_image.getHeight();i++)
for(int j=0;j<shadowl_image.getWidth();j++)
{
if(shadowl_image.getPixel(j,i)==0)
{
TotHits=TotHits+l .0;
}
}
System.out.println("shisto : "+shisto+" TotHits :"+TotHits);
if(TotHits==0)
TotHits=l;
shi sto=shi sto/T otHi ts ;
return shisto;
}
public double Shadow2HistoVertical(int strX,int strY jnt endX jnt endY) 
{
double shisto=0;
double TotHits=0;
for(int i=strY;i<endY;i++)
for(int j=strX;j<endX;j++)
{
if(shadow2_image.getPixel(j,i)==0)
{
shisto=shisto+1.0;
}
}
for(int i=0;i<shadow2_image.getHeight();i++)
for(int j =0 ;j <shadow2_i mage. getWidth() ;j++)
{
if(shadow2_image.getPixel(j,i)==0)
{
TotHits=TotHits+1.0;
}
}
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//System.out.println("shisto ; "+shisto+" TotHits :"+TotHits);
if(TotHits==0)
TotHits=l;
shisto=shisto/TotHits;
return shisto;
}
public double Shadow3HistoVertical(int strX,int strY jnt endX jnt endY) 
{
double shisto=0;
double TotHits=0;
for(int i=strY;i<endY;i++)
for(int j=strX;j<endX;j++)
{
if(shadow3_image.getPixel(j,i)==0)
{
shisto=shisto+1.0;
}
}
for(int i=0;i<shadow3_image.getHeight();i++)
for(int j=0;j<shadow3_image.getWidth();j++)
{
if(shadow3_image. getPixel (j,i)==0)
{
TotHits=TotHits+l .0;
}
}
//System.out.println("shisto : "+shisto+" TotHits :"+TotHits);
if(TotHits==0)
TotHits=l;
shi sto=shi sto/T otHits ;
return shisto;
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public Imageinterface RegUsingEdgeProcess() throws 
ImageProcessingException 
{
int grpA=0; 
int grpB=l;
setMaxImages (10000) ; 
try {
restoreData("C://Documents and 
Settings//murugan//Desktop//OCR3//data//test//MNIST");
} catch (lOException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block 
e.printStackTraceO;
}
System.out.println("Avg Height ;"+TotHeight/31+" Avg Width
:"+TotWidth/31);
for(int i=0;i<I0;i++)
{
System.out.println(" Number of "+i+"'s :"+ActualChar[i]);
}
System.out.println("Total characters analyzed : "-(-images);
System.out.println("Local Center of Gravity X with respect to Whole 
number of center of gravity");
//for(int k=grpA;k<(grpB-i-I);k-f-f)
//{
for(int l=0;l<ActualChar[grpA] ;l4-(-)
{
System.out.println((float)P[ I ] [grpA] [6] [1]); 
//
-i-"\t\t"-(-(float)P[0] [k] [ 1] [l]+"\t\t"-H(float)P[0] [k] [2] [1]
-i-"\t\t"-F(float)P[ I] [k] [0] [l]-F"\t\t"-t(float)P[ 1 ] [k] [ I] [l]-i-"\t\t"-h(float)P[ 1 ] [k] [2] [l]-t 
"\t\t"-(-(float)P[2] [k] [0] [l]-h"\t\t"-h(float)P[2] [k] [ 1] [l]-i-"\t\t"-(-(float)P[2] [k] [2] [1]);
}
//System.out.printlnQ;
for(int l=0;l<ActualChar[grpB] ;l-(--t-)
{
System.out.println((float)P[ 1 ] [grpB] [6] [1]);
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//
+"\t\t"+(float)P[0][k][l][l]+"\t\t"+(float)P[0][k][2][l] 
+"\t\t"+(float)P[l][k][0][l]+"\t\t"+(float)P[l][k][l][l]+"\t\t"+(float)P[l][k][2][l]+ 
”\t\t"+(float)P[2] [k] [0] [l]+"\t\t"+(float)P[2] [k] [ 1] [l]+"\t\t"+(float)P[2] [k] [2] [1]);
}
//}
System.out.println("\n\n\nLINEAR DISCRIMINANT
ANALYSIS\n\n");
for(int i=0;i<10;i++) 
for(int j=0;j<I0;j++) 
{
//int i=0; 
//int j= l;
{
LDA.LDA_Process(ActualChar,P,parts,features,i,j);
for(int k=0;k<parts*features;k++)
{
Res Vec [i] [j ] [k]=LD A.res [k] [0] ;
//System. out .println(Res V ec [i] [j ] [k] ) ;
}
Thres[i][j]=LDA. Value; 
SquaredDistance[i][j]=LDA.SqDist;
}
}
}
System.out.println("\n\nControl returns back\n\n"); 
return shadow3_image;
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Figure 4.1 Distribution of gaps between characters
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Figure 4.2 Character clustered using the segmenting algorithm
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Figure 5.2.1 Local Center of Gravity
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Sample After applying sobel’s edge detection
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Figure 5.2.4b Direction of edge pixels
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Figure 5.2.4c After quantizing to 8 freeman’s direction
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Figure 5.2.5 Local Extreme Points in a sample character
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Figure 5.2.6 Local Tips in a sample character
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Figure 5.2.7 Vertical Histogram of Horizontal Concavity
# I
Figure 5.2.8 Vertical Histogram of Vertical Concavity
Figure 5.2.9a Vertical Histogram of Combined Concavity
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Figure 5.2.9b Structure of feature vector
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Figure 6.1 Cluster separated by a hyper-plane using Linear Discriminant Analysis
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Groups Features
Antenna W in g (X J
Af 138 164
140 170
124 172
136 174
138 182
148 182
154 182
138 190
156 208
Apf 114 178
120 186
118 196
130 196
126 200
128 200
Table 6.1 Feature Vectors of two groups Af and Apf
Groups Features V K
Antenna ( Xj ) W in g (X J
Af 138 164 17.95 3.07
140 170 16.83 2.78
124 172 6.75 0.22
136 174 12.98 1.80
138 182 11.10 1.33
148 182 16.92 2.81
154 182 20.42 3.69
138 190 8.05 0.55
156 208 11.69 1.48
Apf 114 178 -1.36 -1.83
120 186 -0.91 -1.72
118 196 -5.88 -2.98
130 196 1.11 -1.21
126 200 -2.74 -2.19
128 200 -1.58 -1.89
Table 6.2 Variance obtained in each group using the hyper plane equation
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Classified using the feature extraction a gorithm
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 123 23 63 105 118 137 72 16 189 134
1 56 921 1 0 12 6 3 100 1 35
2 19 51 178 135 23 44 37 280 109 156
3 11 19 231 110 33 49 5 309 78 165
4 118 18 41 30 332 44 37 41 28 293
5 96 2 72 109 80 191 50 119 55 118
6 67 22 40 84 162 130 33 208 54 158
7 11 29 136 61 10 22 5 643 3 108
8 92 31 190 67 80 80 20 104 112 198
9 41 17 120 31 174 74 31 108 7 406
Table 7.2.1 Classification matrix using the Local Center of Gravity algorithm
Classified using the feature extraction algorithm (in %)
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 12.55 2.35 6.43 10.71 12.04 13.98 7.35 1.63 19.29 13.67
1 4.93 81.15 0.09 0.00 1.06 0.53 0.26 8.81 0.09 3.08
2 1.84 4.94 17.25 13.08 2.23 4.26 3.59 27.13 10.56 15.12
3 1.09 1.88 22.87 10.89 3.27 4.85 0.50 30.59 7.72 16.34
4 12.02 1.83 4.18 3.05 33.81 4.48 3.77 4.18 2.85 29.84
5 10.76 0.22 8.07 12.22 8.97 21.41 5.61 13.34 6.17 13.23
6 6.99 2.30 4.18 8.77 16.91 13.57 3.44 21.71 5.64 16.49
7 1.07 2.82 13.23 5.93 0.97 2.14 0.49 62.55 0.29 10.51
8 9.45 3.18 19.51 6.88 8.21 8.21 2.05 10.68 11.50 20.33
9 4.06 1.68 11.89 3.07 17.24 7.33 3.07 10.70 0.69 40.24
Table 7.2.2 Classification matrix using the Local Center of Gravity algorithm in 
percentage
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Classified using the feature extraction algorithm
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 795 0 13 2 37 5 56 2 13 57
1 32 825 95 40 43 21 39 21 16 3
2 99 18 242 335 60 26 191 14 33 14
3 95 10 107 519 11 41 117 30 68 12
4 63 6 6 0 514 19 37 23 11 303
5 159 5 20 142 29 234 43 126 108 26
6 132 6 40 1 3 17 739 10 5 5
7 2 11 3 18 64 9 1 721 25 174
8 201 5 18 85 50 72 19 118 301 105
9 27 6 1 14 166 3 4 81 17 690
Table 7.2.3 Classification matrix using the Local Extreme Points algorithm
Classified using the feature extraction algorithm (in %)
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 81.12 0.00 1.33 0.20 3.78 0.51 5.71 0.20 1.33 5.82
1 2.82 72.69 8.37 3.52 3.79 1.85 3.44 1.85 1.41 0.26
2 9.59 1.74 23.45 32.46 5.81 2.52 18.51 1.36 3.20 1.36
3 9.41 0.99 10.59 51.39 1.09 4.06 11.58 2.97 6.73 1.19
4 6.42 0.61 0.61 0.00 52.34 1.93 3.77 2.34 1.12 30.86
5 17.83 0.56 2.24 15.92 3.25 26.23 4.82 14.13 12.11 2.91
6 13.78 0.63 4.18 0.10 0.31 1.77 77.14 1.04 0.52 0.52
7 0.19 1.07 0.29 1.75 6.23 0.88 0.10 70.14 2.43 16.93
8 20.64 0.51 1.85 8.73 5.13 7.39 1.95 12.11 30.90 10.78
9 2.68 0.59 0.10 1.39 16.45 0.30 0.40 8.03 1.68 68.38
Table 7.2.4 Classification matrix using the Local Extreme Points algorithm in percentage
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Classified using the feature extraction algorithm
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 713 31 107 7 2 28 34 20 29 9
1 13 1018 5 8 27 3 37 8 14 2
2 139 8 687 53 9 34 21 39 34 8
3 18 1 50 753 5 91 0 18 41 33
4 5 118 5 1 766 8 36 7 4 32
5 26 2 24 68 22 678 5 4 29 34
6 34 48 13 3 44 13 746 7 43 7
7 7 17 20 9 7 7 3 851 36 71
8 20 19 21 52 28 48 23 31 565 167
9 8 18 10 26 44 8 12 62 48 773
Table 7.2.5 Classification matrix using the Direction of Orientation of Edge Pixels 
algorithm.
Classified using the feature extraction algorithm (in %)
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 72.76 3.16 10.92 0.71 0.20 2.86 3.47 2.04 2.96 0.92
1 1.15 89.69 0.44 0.70 238 0.26 3.26 0.70 1.23 0.18
2 13.47 0.78 66.57 5.14 0.87 3.29 2.03 3.78 3.29 0.78
3 1.78 0.10 4.95 74.55 0.50 9.01 0.00 1.78 4.06 3.27
4 0.51 12.02 0.51 0.10 78.00 0.81 3.67 0.71 0.41 3.26
5 2.91 0.22 2.69 7.62 2.47 76.01 0.56 0.45 3.25 3.81
6 3.55 5.01 1.36 0.31 4.59 1.36 77.87 0.73 4.49 0.73
7 0.68 1.65 1.95 0.88 0.68 0.68 0.29 82.78 3.50 6.91
8 2.05 1.95 2.16 5.34 287 4.93 23 6 3.18 58.01 17.15
9 0.79 1.78 0.99 258 4.36 0.79 1.19 6.14 4.76 76.61
Table 7.2.6 Classification matrix using the Direction of Orientation of Edge Pixels 
algorithm in percentage.
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Classified using the feature extraction algorithm
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 444 6 0 1 90 41 292 6 66 34
1 1 1126 0 0 0 3 3 1 0 1
2 89 285 0 1 88 8 161 35 187 178
3 106 373 0 2 18 5 182 42 83 199
4 268 110 0 3 55 9 126 78 1 333
5 45 513 0 0 22 36 197 10 16 53
6 161 266 0 0 2 7 504 10 3 5
7 12 534 0 0 23 0 10 76 2 371
8 139 136 0 3 24 3 132 41 265 231
9 264 159 0 0 8 1 46 78 4 449
Table 7.2.7 Classification matrix using the Connectivity algorithm.
Classified using the feature extraction algorithm (in %)
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 45.31 0.61 0.00 0.10 9.18 4.18 29.80 0.61 6.73 3.47
1 0.09 99.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.26 0.09 0.00 0.09
2 &62 27.62 0.00 0.10 &53 0.78 15.60 3.39 18.12 17.25
3 10.50 36.93 0.00 0.20 1.78 0.50 18.02 4.16 &22 19.70
4 27.29 11.20 0.00 0.20 5.60 0.92 12.83 7.94 0.10 33.91
5 5.04 57.51 0.00 0.00 2.47 4.04 22.09 1.12 1.79 5.94
6 16.81 27.77 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.73 52.61 1.04 0.31 0.52
7 1.17 51.95 0.00 0.00 2.24 0.00 0.97 7.39 0.19 36.09
8 14.27 13.96 0.00 0.31 2.46 0.31 13.55 4.21 27.21 23.72
9 26.16 15.76 0.00 0.00 0.79 0.10 4.56 7.73 0.40 44.50
Table 7.2.8 Classification matrix using the Connectivity algorithm in percentage.
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Classified using the feature extraction algorithm
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 498 99 138 61 12 14 23 25 47 63
1 45 622 59 12 26 20 112 10 191 38
2 261 39 444 65 79 4 96 16 6 22
3 75 27 21 697 9 55 9 48 25 44
4 0 5 15 1 818 3 24 4 5 107
5 129 16 28 382 20 39 5 131 17 125
6 2 40 57 4 10 0 829 7 0 9
7 54 4 10 2 21 51 0 786 6 94
8 202 231 22 72 13 99 13 41 255 26
9 3 4 6 19 124 81 0 115 12 645
Table 7.2.9 Classification matrix using the Vertical Histogram algorithm.
Classified using the feature extraction algorithm (in %)
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 50.82 10.10 14.08 6.22 1.22 1.43 235 2.55 4.80 6.43
1 3 96 54.80 5.20 1.06 2.29 1.76 9.87 0.88 16.83 3.35
2 25.29 3.78 43.02 6.30 7.66 0.39 9.30 1.55 0.58 2.13
3 7.43 2.67 2.08 69.01 0.89 5.45 0.89 4.75 2.48 4.36
4 0.00 0.51 1.53 0.10 83.30 0.31 2.44 0.41 0.51 10.90
5 14.46 1.79 3.14 42.83 2.24 4.37 0.56 14.69 1.91 14.01
6 0.21 4.18 5.95 0.42 1.04 0.00 86.53 0.73 0.00 0.94
7 5^5 0.39 0.97 0.19 2.04 4.96 0.00 76.46 0.58 9.14
8 20.74 23.72 2.26 7.39 1.33 10.16 1.33 4.21 26.18 2.67
9 0.30 0.40 0.59 1.88 12.29 8.03 0.00 11.40 1.19 63.92
Table 7.2.10 Classification matrix using the Vertical Histogram algorithm.
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Classified using the feature extraction al gorithm
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 793 0 0 47 9 0 0 0 102 29
1 871 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 7 254
2 161 0 0 84 259 0 0 0 128 400
3 197 0 0 493 49 0 0 0 89 182
4 27 0 0 106 550 0 0 0 25 274
5 458 0 0 60 69 0 0 0 150 155
6 749 0 0 70 12 0 0 0 30 97
7 100 0 0 104 47 0 0 0 57 720
8 620 0 0 47 29 0 0 0 208 70
9 87 0 0 25 122 0 0 0 11 764
Table 7.2.11 Classification matrix using the Number of Tips algorithm.
Classified using the feature extraction algorithm (in %)
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 80.92 0.00 0.00 4.80 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.41 2.96
1 76.74 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.62 22.38
2 15.60 0.00 0.00 8.14 25.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.40 38.76
3 19.50 0.00 0.00 48.81 4.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.81 18.02
4 2.75 0.00 0.00 10.79 56.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.55 27.90
5 51.35 0.00 0.00 6.73 7.74 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.82 17.38
6 78.18 0.00 0.00 7.31 1.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.13 10.13
7 9.73 0.00 0.00 10.12 4.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.54 70.04
8 63.66 0.00 0.00 4.83 2.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 21.36 7.19
9 &62 0.00 0.00 2.48 12.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.09 75.72
Table 7.2.12 Classification matrix using the Number of Tips algorithm in percentage.
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Classified using the feature extraction algorithm
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 750 0 5 5 130 20 56 3 7 4
1 11 1109 0 0 1 0 5 7 2 0
2 69 40 41 268 55 41 158 146 185 29
3 66 93 32 231 40 43 214 136 122 33
4 70 4 1 0 449 1 15 130 4 308
5 167 125 7 63 45 25 334 79 39 8
6 88 13 6 10 9 15 809 8 0 0
7 20 201 3 3 112 0 6 576 1 106
8 21 2 120 130 46 53 38 48 434 82
9 24 7 0 1 336 0 0 268 8 365
Table 7.2.13 Classification matrix using the Horizontal Concavity algorithm.
Classified using the feature extraction algorithm (in %)
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 76.53 0.00 0.51 0.51 13.27 2.04 5.71 0.31 0.71 0.41
1 0.97 97.71 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.44 0.62 0.18 0.00
2 6.69 3.88 3.97 25.97 533 3.97 15.31 14.15 17.93 2.81
3 6.53 9.21 3.17 22.87 3.96 4.26 21.19 13.47 12.08 3.27
4 7.13 0.41 0.10 0.00 45.72 0.10 1.53 13.24 0.41 31.36
5 18.72 14.01 0.78 7.06 5.04 2.80 37.44 836 4.37 0.90
6 9.19 1.36 0.63 1.04 0.94 1.57 84.45 0.84 0.00 0.00
7 1.95 19.55 0.29 0.29 10.89 0.00 0.58 56.03 0.10 10.31
8 2.16 0.21 12.32 13.35 4.72 5.44 3.90 4.93 44.56 8.42
9 238 0.69 0.00 0.10 33.30 0.00 0.00 26.56 0.79 36.17
Table 7.2.14 Classification matrix using the Horizontal Concavity algorithm in 
percentage.
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Classified using the feature extraction algorithm
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 473 0 30 5 102 69 222 75 0 4
1 57 997 1 2 3 0 31 13 4 27
2 116 3 193 86 89 96 78 221 96 54
3 61 5 17 448 58 62 116 44 167 32
4 309 81 72 49 40 34 137 151 35 74
5 132 13 35 220 73 68 118 114 76 43
6 246 21 28 95 55 19 445 19 20 10
7 75 30 196 7 42 15 21 429 14 199
8 26 0 32 141 12 22 112 48 473 108
9 25 6 47 39 9 23 5 195 47 613
Table 7.2.15 Classification matrix using the Vertical Concavity algorithm in percentage.
Classified using the feature extraction algorithm (in %)
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 48.27 0.00 3.06 0.51 10.41 7.04 22.65 7.65 0.00 0.41
1 5.02 87.84 0.09 0.18 0.26 0.00 273 1.15 0.35 238
2 11.24 0.29 18.70 833 &62 9.30 7.56 21.41 9.30 533
3 6.04 0.50 1.68 44.36 5.74 6.14 11.49 4.36 16.53 3.17
4 31.47 &25 7.33 4.99 4.07 3.46 13.95 15.38 3.56 7.54
5 14.80 1.46 342 24.66 8.18 7.62 13.23 12.78 832 4.82
6 25.68 2.19 2.92 9.92 5.74 1.98 46.45 1.98 2.09 1.04
7 7.30 2.92 19.07 0.68 4.09 1.46 2.04 41.73 1.36 19.36
8 2.67 0.00 3.29 14.48 L23 2.26 11.50 4.93 48.56 11.09
9 2.48 0.59 4.66 3.87 0.89 2.28 0.50 19.33 4.66 60.75
Table 7.2.16 Classification matrix using the Vertical Concavity algorithm in percentage.
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Classified using the feature extraction algorithm
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 630 1 0 11 238 13 65 3 7 12
1 0 1117 0 0 10 0 2 5 1 0
2 21 87 43 121 98 27 100 267 152 116
3 27 106 11 223 73 39 213 127 133 58
4 16 146 0 0 619 0 10 66 0 125
5 22 182 4 50 187 24 337 51 25 10
6 20 19 2 12 61 25 811 7 0 1
7 1 273 1 2 64 0 4 524 2 157
8 22 5 118 274 24 33 52 20 311 115
9 2 12 0 1 165 0 0 250 8 571
Table 7.2.17 Classification matrix using the Combined Concavity algorithm.
Classified using the feature extraction algorithm (in %)
Actual 
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
TS
0 64.29 0.10 0.00 1.12 24.29 1.33 6.63 0.31 0.71 1.22
1 0.00 98.41 0.00 0.00 0.88 0.00 0.18 0.44 0.09 0.00
2 2.03 &43 4.17 11.72 9.50 2.62 9.69 25.87 14.73 11.24
3 2.67 10.50 1.09 22.08 7.23 3j& 21.09 12.57 13.17 5.74
4 1.63 14.87 0.00 0.00 63.03 0.00 1.02 6 J 2 0.00 12.73
5 2.47 20.40 0.45 5.61 20.96 2.69 37.78 5.72 2.80 1.12
6 2.09 1.98 0.21 1.25 6.37 2.61 84.66 0.73 0.00 0.10
7 0.10 26.56 0.10 0.19 6.23 0.00 0.39 50.97 0.19 15.27
8 2.26 0.51 12.11 28.13 2.46 3.39 5.34 2.05 31.93 11.81
9 0.20 1.19 0.00 0.10 16.35 0.00 0.00 24.78 0.79 56.59
Table 7.2.18 Classification matrix using the Combined Concavity algorithm in 
percentage.
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Classified using the feature extraction algorithm
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 951 0 4 9 2 3 4 1 6 0
1 3 1102 4 2 7 3 2 5 4 3
2 7 3 932 22 3 5 8 9 37 6
3 2 0 26 896 0 30 0 14 26 16
4 2 1 3 1 923 2 11 5 4 30
5 12 5 6 24 2 804 7 2 20 10
6 10 6 6 1 7 10 902 0 16 0
7 1 7 8 6 4 3 0 948 13 38
8 12 0 3 19 10 24 15 7 869 15
9 3 4 3 10 27 5 2 35 14 906
Table 7.2.19 Classification matrix using all the feature extraction algorithms.
Classified using the feature extraction algorithm (in %)
Actual
Numbers
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 97.04 0.00 0.41 0.92 0.20 0.31 0.41 0.10 0.61 0.00
1 0.26 97.09 0.35 0.18 0.62 0.26 0.18 0.44 0.35 0.26
2 0.68 0.29 90.31 2H3 0.29 0.48 0.78 0.87 3.59 0.58
3 0.20 0.00 2.57 88.71 0.00 2.97 0.00 1.39 2.57 1.58
4 0.20 0.10 0.31 0.10 93.99 0.20 1.12 0.51 0.41 3.05
5 1.35 0.56 0.67 2.69 0.22 90.13 0.78 0.22 2.24 1.12
6 1.04 0.63 0.63 0.10 0.73 1.04 94.15 0.00 1.67 0.00
7 0.10 0.68 0.78 0.58 0.39 0.29 0.00 92.22 1.26 3.70
8 1.23 0.00 0.31 1.95 1.03 2.46 1.54 0.72 89.22 1.54
9 0.30 0.40 0.30 0.99 2.68 0.50 0.20 3.47 1.39 89.79
Table 7.2.20 Classification matrix using all the feature extraction algorithms in
percentage.
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